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1 Introduction
Understanding whether or not it is possible to formulate an interacting theory of gerbes
is an important question in theoretical physics. In the context of string theory, such a
theory is needed to describe objects known as M5-branes. In particular, the low-energy
theory of a stack of coincident M5-branes should be a six-dimensional superconformal
theory containing a self-dual gerbe, five scalars, and eight fermions, which can be encoded
in a (2, 0) tensor multiplet. For the case of a single M5-brane, the theory is abelian
and was constructed in [1, 2]. For two or more coincident M5-branes, the conjectured
theory is non-abelian and is very challenging to formulate. One major obstacle is that it
is unclear how to define a nonabelian 2-form gauge field. Another challenge is that since
the gerbe is self-dual, the theory cannot be effectively probed using perturbative methods.
Furthermore, it is not possible to construct a conventional interacting Lagrangian which
respects (2,0) superconformal symmetry using only (2, 0) tensor multiplets, as one can
easily verify using dimensional analysis. On the other hand, it is conceivable that one can
construct a Lagrangian which does not exhibit all of the expected symmetries classically
but gives rise to the correct theory quantum mechanically. Although quantum corrections
usually break classical symmetries via anomalies, there are examples where symmetries
actually become enhanced in the quantum theory. Indeed, this is the case for the M2-
brane theory, whose supersymmetry becomes enhanced at strong coupling [3].
If there is any hope of writing down a classical Lagrangian which describes the (2, 0)
theory quantum mechanically, it appears that we must relax some assumption about the
properties that this classical theory is expected to have. There have been many attempts to
make progress in understanding this theory and we shall not atempt to provide a compre-
hensive survey of the many approaches currently under investgation. A somewhat selective
example is [4–15]. One approach is to dimensionally reduce the theory to five dimensions.
In particular, it has been conjectured that the (2, 0) theory compactified on a circle is equiv-
alent to five-dimensional maximal super-Yang-Mills theory once non-perturbative effects
are taken into account [6, 7]. Although this conjecture has passed some tests [16–21], it is
unclear whether five-dimensional super Yang-Mills is UV finite [22, 23], which is an impli-
cation of the conjecture. Regardless of the ultimate fate of this line of inquiry, considering
dimensional reductions of the (2, 0) theory to five or fewer dimensions has provided a great
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deal of insight, particularly into electric-magnetic duality of four-dimensional supersym-
metric theories [24]. One major motivation for studying electric-magnetic duality of such
theories is that it may ultimately provide insight into the dynamics of non-supersymmetric
QCD. Indeed, Mandelstam [25], Polyakov [26, 27], and ’t Hooft [28, 29] suggested long ago
that the phenomenon of confinement in QCD is equivalent to monopole condensation, and
this mechanism was later demonstrated by Seiberg and Witten for non-abelian Yang-Mills
theories with N = 2 supersymmetry [30].
Our approach is not to attempt to construct a theory of gerbes on a conventional space-
time, but instead to attempt to construct such a theory on a lattice. The justification for
this approach is ultimately that one may make concrete progress, although an ulterior
motivation is the idea that the correct model of space-time required to formulate a theory
of interacting gerbes may not be a smooth manifold but an, as yet unidentified, structure
that reduces to a conventional manifold in some limit. In the absence of a concrete proposal
for such a structure, we speculate that it is possible that a lattice approximation retains
key features that the continuum approximation lacks that are crucial to the successful
construction of certain theories. We are not suggesting that the space-time of M-theory is a
lattice; however, we do feel that some of the ideas of lattice gauge theory may provide novel
inspiration for tackling problems in string theory that have thus far remained impervious
to our best efforts.
In this paper, we will construct a theory of gerbes on a Euclidean hypercubic lattice
in D ≥ 3 dimensions. For simplicity, we will not consider self-duality or supersymmetry,
although we beleive it may be possible to incorporate these properties into our construction.
The analogous formulation for Yang-Mills theory was pioneered by Kenneth Wilson [31].
In Wilson’s formulation, the basic degrees of freedom can be taken to be unitary matrices
which live on the links of the lattice and the action is obtained by summing over the Wilson
loop associated with each fundamental square of the lattice (known as a plaquette). As
the lattice spacing goes to zero, this action reduces to the continuum action of Yang-Mills
theory. On the other hand, at non-zero lattice spacing, the quantum theory is completely
well-defined and it is possible to compute many physical observables at strong coupling
both analytically and numerically. There are many good references on lattice Yang-Mills,
for example [34, 35].
Wilson’s formulation of non-abelian Maxwell theory can be naturally extended to
gerbes. Since the gerbe correponds to a 2-form gauge field, the basic degrees of freedom
are associated with the faces of the lattice and the gauge transformations are associated
with the links.1 Furthermore, the natural gauge-invariant observables are closed Wilson
surfaces constructed from these faces, and the action is simply given by summing over the
Wilson surface associated with each fundamental cube, which we call a cubet.
If the face variables are elements of U(1), then the theory reduces to the well-known
abelian gerbe theory in the continuum limit.2 Furthermore, this constuction has a very
natural non-abelian generalization. Recall that in lattice Yang-Mills, the link variables
1The gauge transformations themselves are defined up to gauge transformations which are associated
with the lattice points.
2Abelian p-forms on the lattice were previously considered in [32, 33].
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are unitary matrices whose indices are associated with the endpoints of the links. This
suggests that in non-abelian lattice gerbe theory, the indices of the face variables should
be associated with the edges of the faces. Hence, it is natural to take the face variables to
be four-index objects which transform in some representation of U(N) × U(N), although
more general gauge groups may also be possible.3 Remarkably, this theory gives rise to
U(N) Yang-Mills theory after dimensional reduction. On the other hand, if we take the
continuum limit of the classical theory before dimensional reduction, we obtain a non-
interacting theory. Hence, we find that dimensional reduction does not commute with
taking the naive continuum limit of the classical theory.
Although the classical non-abelian lattice gerbe theory becomes non-interacting in the
continuum limit, the situation may change in the quantum theory and we will explore this
possibility elsewhere. At non-zero lattice spacing, the lattice gerbe theory is interacting and
it is possible to compute surface operators both analytically and numerically by adapting
techniques from lattice Yang-Mills. Using these techniques, we demonstrate that Wilson
surfaces in three-dimensional lattice gerbe theory obey a volume law for all values of the
coupling. By contrast, Wilson surfaces in the six-dimensional lattice gerbe obey an area
law at weak coupling and a volume law at strong coupling. This suggests the possibility
of a phase transition in the six-dimensional theory and goes to the heart of understanding
the continuum limit of the quantum theory. Gerbes naturally couple to strings and so, if
it is possible to incorporate dynamical strings into the lattice gerbe theory, these results
suggest that they will become confined at strong coupling. The phase structure of abelian
2-form gauge fields and string confinement were previously studied in [32, 41–45].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some basics of lattice Yang-
Mills theory. In section 3, we describe the abelian lattice gerbe theory. In section 4, we
describe a non-abelian generalization of lattice gerbe theory, which appears to be very
simple and natural. In section 5, we expand the non-abelian theory to cubic order in the
fields and describe the classical continuum limit. In section 6, we describe dimensional
reduction and demonstrate that it gives rise to U(N) Yang-Mills theory. In section 7,
we present various analytical results for Wilson surfaces in both the abelian and non-
abelian gerbe theories. In section 8, we demonstrate Monte Carlo techniques for numerically
computing observables in the abelian lattice gerbe theory. Finally, in section 9, we describe
conclusions and future directions.
2 Review of lattice Yang-Mills theory
In this section, we will review some basic ideas of lattice Yang-Mills theory, which we will
make use of in this paper. We cannot do the subject justice here, but there are many
good textbooks to which the interested reader may turn, see for example [34, 35]. The
3Non-abelian face variables with four color indices were first proposed in [36]. Subsequently, [37–39]
considered nonabelian face variables with eight color indices coupled to four-dimensional lattice QCD.
Dimensional reduction and strong coupling of gebres on a lattice have also been considered independently
in [40]. We learnt of those references after this paper was completed and we are grateful to the authors of
those papers for bringing them to our attention.
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Figure 1. A link variable and its conjugate.
Figure 2. Gauge transformation of Wilson line residing on a link.
theory lives on a Euclidean hypercubic lattice. The basic degrees of freedom are matrices
which live on the links of the lattice. We will take these matrices to be in the group U(N).
Physically, these link variables correspond to Wilson lines along the links and therefore have
an orientation. It is therefore natural to assign arrows to the link variables, as depicted in
figure 1. In particular, if we change the orientation of an arrow, relative to the coordinate
axis, the variable U is replaced by its adjoint U †. Under a U(N) gauge transformation, the
link variables transform as follows:
Uab(~n)→ h†aa′(~n+ ~µ) Ua′b′(~n) hb′b(~n)
where4
h†aa′(~n+ ~µ) = exp (−iαϕaa′(~n+ ~µ)) , hb′b(~n) = exp
(
iαϕb
′
b(~n)
)
,
and α is the lattice spacing and ϕaa′(~n) is a scalar field located at the site ~n. The raised
and lowered indices are in the R and R¯ representation of U(N) respectively. In the ab-
sence of coupling to matter, all non-singlet representations are equivalent to the adjoint
representation in the continuum limit. We shall therefore take R to correspond to the
fundamental representation from now on. Similar considerations will apply to lattice gerbe
theory. Note that the gauge transformations are associated with the vertices of the link,
as depicted in figure 2.
Now consider a set of link variables which form a closed loop. If we take the product
of the link variables and sum over repeated indices, we obtain a gauge invariant observable
known as a Wilson loop. Wilson loops are the basic observables of lattice Yang-Mills
theory. In particular, the action for lattice Yang-Mills comes from adding up the Wilson
surfaces associated with each fundamental square, or plaquette. To see this, let us compute
the Wilson loop associated with the plaquette in figure 3. The link variables can be
parameterized as follows:
Uν (~n)=e
iAν(~n)α, Uµ (~n+ ~ν)=e
iAµ(~n+~ν)α, U †ν (~n+ ~µ)=e
−iAν(~n+~µ)α, U †µ (~n)=e
−iAµ(~n)α,
4Where ~µ is a lattice vector of length α.
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Figure 3. Wilson loop associated with a plaquette.
where α is the lattice spacing, Aµ is a Lie-algebra valued 1-form, and ~µ and ~ν are lattice
vectors of length α. The Wilson loop is then given by
Wµν(~n) = Tr
[
Uν (~n)Uµ (~n+ ~ν)U
†
ν (~n+ ~µ)U
†
µ (~n)
]
.
After a bit of algebra, one finds that
Wµν (~n) = Tr
[
exp
(−iα2Fµν(~n) +O (α4))] (2.1)
where
Fµν = ∆µAν −∆νAµ − i [Aµ, Aν ]
and we have introduced the lattice derivative
∆µf(~n) =
f (~n+ ~µ)− f(~n)
α
. (2.2)
The action of the lattice gauge theory is given by
S = β
∑
n
∑
µ<ν
(
1− 1
N
<Wµν(~n)
)
(2.3)
where β is an arbitrary real parameter and <Wµν denotes the real part of Wµν . From
the point of view of statistical mechanics, β can be thought of as the inverse temperature.
We will see shortly that it can also be thought of as the inverse Yang-Mills coupling. In
particular, using (2.1), we see that in the classical continuum limit, the action reduces to
that of U(N) Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions:
lim
α→0
S =
1
4g2
∫
d4x Tr (FµνF
µν)
where we identified the β = N/2g2, neglected terms of O (α6), and taken
∑
~n
α4 →
∫
d4x.
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By classical continuum limit, we mean that we neglect renormalization due to quantum
effects as we take the lattice spacing to zero. Although lattice Yang-Mills naturally lives
in four dimensions, it can be defined in D ≥ 2 by absorbing powers of the lattice spacing
into the definition of β.
The expectation value of an observable O which is a function of link variables U is
defined by
〈O[U ]〉 =
∫ DU O[U ] e−S[U ]∫ DU e−S[U ] , (2.4)
where the integral is over all link variables, and S[U ] is the action (2.3). Let O[U ] be an
arbitrary Wilson loop. At nonzero lattice spacing and strong coupling, it is not difficult to
show that the expectation value of the Wilson loop obeys an area law. We will describe
this schematically. For a more detailed explanation, see for example chapter 10 of [34].
In particular, when β  1, we can expand the exponentials in (2.4) and integrate them
against the Wilson loop using standard results from group theory. In particular, for a given
link variable, the relavant integrals are∫
dU Uab = 0,
∫
dU Uab U
†c
d =
1
N
δadδ
c
b .
Using these integrals, one finds that the leading contribution comes from tiling the interior
of the Wilson loop with plaquettes and integrating each of these plaquettes against a
plaquette with the opposite orientation coming from the action. Since each plaquette
in the action is accompanied by a factor of β, we see that to leading order, 〈O〉 ∝ βA,
where A is the number of plaquettes which tile the interior of the Wilson loop. Hence,
ln 〈O〉 ∼ A lnβ, which implies an area law at strong coupling.
3 Abelian lattice gerbe theory
Gerbes play a ubiquitous role in string theory. We briefly review the salient features
from a differential-geometric perspective. Readable introductions for a physics audience
include [46], whose approach we follow here. To appreciate the continuum definition of a
gerbe, it is helpful to recall the definition of a connection on a line bundle over a manifold
M . We assume that we have an atlas of patches {Uα} for M . The curvature F of the line
bundle is a globally defined, closed, two-form so that F |Uα = F |Uβ . Upon restriction to a
patch Uα, the Poincare´ lemma tells us that the F is exact and we can write F |Uα = dAα.
On the overlap of two patches Uα ∩ Uβ, we have
Aα −Aβ = dφαβ,
where fαβ = exp(iφαβ) is transition function defining the line bundle fαβ : Uα ∩ Uβ → S1.
The appropriate differential object to describe a gerbe is a globally defined, closed,
three-form H. Restricting to a single patch Uα, the gerbe is exact and we can write
H|Uα = dbα. On the overlap of two patches Uα ∩ Uβ, the b-field on each patch is related
by a one-form λ
bα − bβ = dλαβ.
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Figure 4. Fundamental cube constructed from face variables.
On the overlap of three patches
λαβ + λβγ + λγα = dhαβγ .
Thus, on the overlap of three patches h : Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ → R. If [H]/2pi ∈ H3(M ;R),
we can then relate this to the topological definition of a gerbe, in terms of a cocycle
gαβγ : Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ → S1, by gαβγ = exp(ihαβγ).
A crucial point is that, unlike a fibre bundle, a gerbe is not a manifold and one of the
main contentions of this paper is that, in order to generalise the above construction to non-
abelian groups, it may be necessary to consider a more general base than a conventional
manifold. Simply introducing exotic differential objects on a conventional manifold may not
be sufficient. For much of this paper the lattice theories we construct will give topologically
trivial continuum limits, we shall however see a glimpse of the structure outlined above in
the gauge transformations of the theory.
3.1 Wilson surfaces
In lattice Yang-Mills, the fundamental object is the Wilson loop, and the action for the
theory can be defined in terms of the Wilson loops associated with each fundamental
square of the lattice, which are referred to as plaquettes. In the lattice gerbe theory, the
fundamental object is a Wilson surface, and the action for the theory can be defined in terms
of the Wilson surface associated with each fundamental cube of the lattice, which we refer
to as cubets (see figure 4). In lattice Yang-Mills, one associates a unitary matrix to each
link of the lattice. This matrix corresponds to the Wilson line along that link. Physically,
it corresponds to the phase that a quark acquires as it moves along the link. The unitary
matrices which live on the links of the lattice are the basic variables of lattice Yang-Mills
theory. In lattice gerbe theory, the basic variables live on the faces (or plaquettes) of the
lattice. In the abelian lattice gerbe theory, these face variables are just U(1) phases. We
will describe a non-abelian generalization in section 4.
Note that each face variable can be labeled by a pair of spatial indices corresponding
to the plane in which the face lies. In three dimensions, for example, there are three types
of face variables, which are labeled xy, yz, zx. In D dimensions, there are D(D − 1)/2
different planes in which a face variable can lie. We shall denote a plaquette by5 2. It is
straightforward to systematically identify a particular plaquette by the plane it lies in and
5The context should clearly distinguish a plaquette from the D’Alembertian 2 = ∂µ∂
µ.
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a (chosen) corner at the lattice site ~n, as in figure 3. We denote the face variable associated
to the plaquette with a corner at the location ~n and lying in the (µν)-plane by Wµ1µ2(~n):
Wµ1µ2(~n) = eiα
2 bµ1µ2 (~n), W†µ1µ2(~n) = e−iα
2 bµ1µ2 (~n)
where bµ1µ2 is the gerbe connection in this plane and α is the lattice spacing so
that α2 is the area of the plaquette. This parametrisation ensures that the condition
Wµ1µ2(~n)W†µ1µ2(~n) = 1 is satisfed. An important point is that bµν is defined over the en-
tire plaquette 2~n and not just at the point ~n. With this understood, no confusion should
arise by our denoting bµν(2~n) by bµν(~n). We shall adopt this convention throughout the
rest of the paper.
We take the lattice to be isotropic but the construction generalises straightforwardly. In
the abelian lattice gerbe theory, the cubets can be labeled by a triplet of Lorentz indices.
For example, a cubet labeled by (µ, ν, λ) has faces which lie in the (µ, ν)-, (ν, λ)-, and
(λ, µ)-planes and the Wilson surface associated to the cubet  is simply given by:
Γ() =W†νλ(~n)W†λµ(~n)W†µν(~n)Wνλ(~n+ ~µ)Wλµ(~n+ ~ν)Wµν(~n+ ~λ). (3.1)
We shall use the term cubet to refer to the fundamental cube  and its associated Wilson
surface Γ(). Which we are referring to should be clear from the context. Note that a
particular cubet ~n locally defines a three-dimensional sublattice with basis vectors along
the sides of the cubet and origin at ~n. This allows us to define a cross-product × of two
lattice vectors. The orientation of each face is determined by its normal vector. For a (µ, ν)
face, the normal vector will point in the ~µ×~ν direction, where ~µ is the unit vector pointing
in the positive µ direction. Faces whose normal vector points away from the centre of the
cube are complex conjugated. From this definition, it is not difficult to see that a more
general Wilson surface in the abelian theory can be computed by taking the product of all
the cubets which fill the surface. For example, the Wilson surface comprising two cubets
is given by the product Γ() = Γ()Γ().
3.2 Action
The action is given by taking the real part of each cubet and summing over all cubets in
the lattice
S[W] = β
∑
 (1−< (Γ()))
where the real part of the cubet is
<Γ() = 1
2
(
Γ() + Γ†()) .
The sum over cubets may be written as∑
 =
∑
~n
∑
1≤µ1<µ2<µ3≤D
where D is the dimension of the lattice. The second sum sums over the 16D(D− 1)(D− 2)
cubets that intersect orthogonally at the lattice point ~n. The first sum sums over all lattice
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sites ~n. The parameter β can be interpreted as the inverse temperature of the statistical
system or the inverse coupling of the field theory in the continuum limit. Adding the
complex conjugate of each fundamental cube ensures that the action is real, and is also
required by parity invariance. In particular, it is not difficult to see that under a parity
transformation, the Wilson surface associated with each plaquette is complex conjugated.
For a trivial gerbe configuration,6 all the face variables are unity and the action vanishes.
Let us focus on a particular cubet. We take (~µ, ~ν, ~λ) to be a basis of lattice vectors
spanning the cubet at the point ~n and of length α. The cubet has vertices at the points
{ ~n , ~n+ ~µ , ~n+ ~ν , ~n+ ~λ , ~n+ ~µ+ ~ν , ~n+ ~ν + ~λ , ~n+ ~µ+ ~ν + ~λ }.
Our convention for labelling the face variabes is that the plaquette in the (µ1, µ2)-plane
with vertices at {~n, ~n+~µ1, ~n+~µ2, ~n+~µ1 +~µ2} is denoted byWµ1µ2(~n). The Wilson surface
over this cubet may then be written as (3.1). In the abelian theory, the face variables are
simply commuting complex functions and so we can write
Γ() = exp [iα2 (bµν(~n) + bνλ(~n) + bλµ(~n)− bµν(~n+ ~λ)− bνλ(~n+ ~µ)− bλµ(~n+ ~ν))] .
Using the definition of the lattice derivative in (2.2), we may write
bνλ(~n+ ~µ) = bνλ(~n) + α∆µbνλ(~n)
and similarly for cylic permutations in (µ, ν, λ). It is then not hard to show that (5.1)
becomes
Γ() = eiα3Hµνλ(~n)
where
Hµνλ(~n) := ∆µbνλ(~n) + ∆νbλµ(~n) + ∆λbµν(~n).
Putting this in the action gives
S[b] = β
∑

(
1− cos(α3H()))
where H() is the curvature for the particular fundamental cube . Expanding in powers
of the lattice spacing α gives
S[b] =
βα6
2
∑
~n,µ,νλ
(Hµνλ(~n))
2 + . . .
where + . . . denotes higher powers of α. The classical continuum limit is that for which α→
0, whilst the number of lattice sites tends to infinity such that we make the identification
β
∑
~n
α6 → β̂
∫
dDx
6We define a trivial configuration as one for which the connection bµν = 0 in the region under consider-
ation.
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Figure 5. The net of the fundamental cube in figure 4.
where β̂ = α6−Dβ and β is scaled such that β̂ remains fixed. An interesting case is where
D = 6 and β̂ = β is dimensionless. This case, in which H may also be self-dual, is
of particular interest and plays an important role in M-theory. Adopting the Einstein
summation convention, we recover the conventional abelian gerbe action
S[b] =
1
2g2
∫
dDx HµνλH
µνλ,
where we have introduced the coupling constant g2 = β̂−1.
3.3 Gauge transformations
In lattice Yang-Mills theory, the gauge transformations of a link variable are associated
with the vertices of the link. By analogy, in lattice gerbe theory, the gauge transformations
of a face variable W are associated with its edges. Since the edges are extended objects,
this gauge transformation is necessarily non-local. Our notion of a gauge transformations
comes from the ‘exploded’ diagram for a cubet in figure 5. We have assigned an arrow to
each edge. The two possible directions of an arrow along an edge are related by complex
conjugation of the associated face variable. Note that the arrows in figure 5 form a closed
loop around each face and if two faces share a common edge, then their arrows along that
edge point in opposite directions. Once an arrow is assigned to an edge of a single face in
the surface, this automatically fixes all the other arrows in the cubet. There are only two
ways to assign arrows to the edges of a cubet and they are related by complex conjugation.
It is natural to define gauge transformations of the Wilson surface associated with a
given plaquette as multiplication by the Wilson lines associated with the edges of that
plaquette. As in lattice Yang-Mills, it is necessary to introduce an adjoint action † that
changes the orientation of the gauge transformation along that edge. In the abelian case,
† is simply complex conjugation. The gauge symmery is reducible and the Wilson lines
associated with gauge transformations of the edges are in turn defined only up to gauge
transformations associated with their end points - the corners of the fundamental cube.
The fundamental cube, given by folding up the net in figure 5, is manifestly gauge invariant.
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The gauge transformations are given by
Wµν(~n)→ Uµ(~n) U †µ(~n+ ~ν)Wµν(~n) Uν(~n+ ~µ) U †ν (~n)
The Wilson lines which define the gauge transformation can written as
Uµ(~n) = e
iαλµ(~n), Uν(~n+ ~µ)= e
iαλν(~n+~µ), U †µ(~n+~ν)= e
−iαλν(~n+~ν), U †ν (~n)= e
−iαλν(~n).
Writing the shifted Wilson line potentials as
λν(~n+ ~µ) = λν(~n) + α∆µλν(~n), λµ(~n+ ~ν) = λµ(~n) + α∆νλµ(~n),
the infinitessimal gauge transformations act on the b-field as
δbµν(~n) = ∆µλν(~n)−∆νλµ(~n).
Note that we have used ~n to denote a chosen point on a given plaquette,7 but the b-field
is defined on the entire plaquette and is not localised at the particular lattice point ~n. In
the continuum limit, this reduces to the conventional abelian gauge transformation
δbµν = ∂µλν − ∂νλµ,
where b and λ are localised at a point in space-time. In addition to the one-form gauge
transformations, there are local scalar gauge transformations, localised on the lattice sites.
These gauge transformations act on the Wilson line potentials as δλµ = ∆µϕ. Thus, the
continuum limit of the abelian lattice gerbe theory reproduces the conventional description
of a gerbe.
4 Non-abelian lattice gerbe theory
In this section we systematically construct a non-abelian generalisation of the lattice gerbe
theory introduced in the preceding section. The fundamental variable is a generalisation of
the face variables W(~n) of the abelian theory to a four-index objectWaa˙
bb˙
(~n), which we will
take to transform in the bi-adjiont representation of U(N)×U(N) for reasons we describe
below. We describe an unambiguous way to define non-abelian Wilson surfaces, from which
a gauge invariant action may be constructed. Note that questions of path ordering simply
do not arise in this approach.
4.1 Face variables
In lattice Yang-Mills, the basic variables are unitary matrices which are located on the links
of the lattice, and the elements of each link variable can be labeled by a pair of indices
which are associated with the vertices of the link, as depicted in figure 1. In a lattice gerbe
7A more illustrative notation might be
δbµν(2) = ∆µλν(||)−∆νλµ(=).
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y
xa˙ b˙
a
b
Waa˙
bb˙
Figure 6. A non-abelain face variable.
theory, the basic variables live on the faces of the lattice. Since each face has four edges, it
is natural to assign an index to each edge, so the face variables in the non-abelian lattice
gerbe theory are four-index objects, Waa˙
bb˙
[36]. Throughout this paper, we shall employ the
notation (a, a˙, a′) to denote colour indices associated with edges along the three orthogonal
directions of the fundamental cube.
To understand the placement of the indices, consider the face variable in figure 6 which
we take to lie in the xy-plane. Such a face variable could be one from figure 7, which depicts
the net of a cubet in the non-abelian gerbe theory. The Wilson surface associated with
this plaquette is denoted by Waa˙
bb˙
. Note that the pair of colour indices ab are associated
with links in the x-direction and the pair of colour indices a˙
b˙
are associated with links in
the y-direction. The ab indices appear to the left of the
a˙
b˙
indices because x comes before
y in our labelling scheme (dictated by the handedness of our chosen cordinate system).
The reason for raising a, a˙ and lowering b, b˙ is that the arrows associated with a and a˙
point in the positive x and y directions, respectively, while the arrows associated with b
and b˙ point in the negative x and y directions, respectively. We will see later that this
convention dictating the placement of the colour indices greatly facilitates the construction
of a gauge-invariant action. In lattice Yang-Mills, the constraint that each link variable is
a unitary matrix corresponds to:
Um
n(U †)np = δpm. (4.1)
Physically, this unitarity constraint on the link variables ensures that if we parallel trans-
port a particle from m to n and then reverse the operation, we should get back to where
we started. Treating U as the matrix representation of a group, the adjoint operation gives
the inverse U−1 = U †.
A face variable in the non-abelian gerbe theory has two types of color indices, which
correspond to the two spatial directions of the face variable. In principle, we could assign
a different gauge group to each spatial direction, but we will take the gauge group to be
the same in all directions since this will preserve rotational symmetry (by which we mean
invariance under 90 degree rotations in any pair of directions on the lattice). The analogue
of (4.1) for the face variables is
Waa˙cc˙ (W†)cc˙bb˙ = δab δa˙b˙ , (4.2)
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where we define a generalised adjoint operation † by analogy with Hermitian conjugation
of square matrices
(W†)ab˙
cd˙
= (Wcd˙
ab˙
)∗.
Note that the ordering of the pairs of indices does not change but th upper pair of indices
is exchanged with the lower pair. This adjoint reverses the sense of the arrows in figure 6
and so is intimately related to a parity transformation. In the abelian theory W† =W∗.
In summary, rotational symmetry and the unitarity constraint in (4.2) imply that
the face variables transform in some representation of U(N) × U(N). In the absence of
coupling to matter fields, we can choose this to be the bi-adjoint representation without
loss of generality. In other words, we can choose the raised/lowered color indices of the face
variables to correspond to the fundamental/anti-fundamental representation of U(N). The
basic construction allows for the W’s to take values in a representation R1× R¯1×R2× R¯2.
For the sake of concreteness and so as not to cloud the issues we wish to stress, we shall
take the representations Ri to be in the fundamental of U(N); however, other choices of
repesentation will not change the general conclusions.
Naively, W has N4 complex degrees of freedom. The constraint (4.2) gives N4 real
constraints, leaving N4 real degrees of freedom in W. A useful parameterisation of these
N4 real degrees of freedom is in terms of a tensor field (Bµν)
ab
a˙b˙
, related to (Wµν)aba˙b˙ by
Waa˙
bb˙
(~n) = exp
(
iα2Baa˙
bb˙
(~n)
)
Since Waa˙
bb˙
is not a matrix, we need to be little more careful about what we mean by this
exponential of a tensor. We shall formally define
Wab
a˙b˙
(~n) = exp
(
iα2Bab
a˙b˙
(~n)
)
≡ δab δa˙b˙ + iα2Baa˙bb˙ −
α4
2!
Baa˙cc˙ B
cc˙
bb˙
− iα
6
3!
Baa˙cc˙ B
cc˙
dd˙
Bdd˙
bb˙
+ . . . (4.3)
We may write this as
Wab
a˙b˙
= δab δ
a˙
b˙
+ iα2Baa˙
bb˙
+
∞∑
n=1
in+1α2n+2
(n+ 1)!
Baa˙c1c˙1B
c1c˙1
c2c˙2
. . . Bcnc˙n
bb˙
Since the indices in these expressions contract in pairs (aa˙ etc), we can treatW as a complex
N2×N2 matrix WIJ where I = aa˙, and we might naively think that the gauge symmetry
is U(N2); however, we shall see that the action is only invariant under U(N)×U(N). The
constraint (4.2) will be satisfied if
Baa˙cc˙ = (B
∗)cc˙aa˙
were a transpose has been taken independently in the ab and
a˙
b˙
indices, i.e. if B is, what
might be called, doubly Hermitian.
Without loss of generality, it is possible to decompose the face variables into SU(N)
representations as follows:
(Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
= bµν δ
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
+ CMµν (TM )
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
+ C˜M˙µν (TM˙ )
a˙
b˙
δab + Φ
MM˙
µν (TM )
a
b (T˜M˙ )
a˙
b˙
(4.4)
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where TM are generators of SU(N).
8 The doubly Hermitian condition (Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
= (B∗µν)bb˙aa˙
means that all components are real. Note that pairs of colour indices are directly related
to the corresponding Lorentz indices of the B field, if we exchange µ and ν, we must
simultaneously exchange the pairs of indices ba and
a˙
b˙
. Hence, we impose the condition
(Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
= −(Bνµ)a˙ab˙b , (4.5)
which reduces to the antisymmetry constraint in the abelian case. A geometric description
of this condition in the continuum limit is briefly discussed in appendix A. Putting the
SU(N) decomposition (4.4) into (4.5), gives
bµν = −bνµ, CMµν = −C˜Mνµ, C˜M˙µν = −CM˙νµ, ΦMN˙µν = −ΦN˙Mνµ . (4.6)
An important point is that CMµν is not antisymmetric in the space-time indices. The singlet
bµν is a conventional abelian gerbe. The other components of the face variable are not
gerbes in the conventional sense as they are not straightforward two-forms, but have a
more intricate structure in which the space-time and internal symmetries are not completely
uncoupled from one another.
4.2 Wilson surfaces
Recall that Wilson loops are the fundamental building blocks in Wilson’s action for lattice
Yang-Mills. Here we consider closed orientable Wilson surfaces on the lattice, constructed
using the face variables introduced in the proceding section. The goal is to use such Wilson
surfaces to define an action for lattice gerbe theory akin to that constructed by Wilson for
lattice Yang-Mills theory.
The formula for a closed orientable Wilson surface in the non-abelian gerbe theory can
be unambiguously constructed using the following procedure:
1. To each face variable on the surface, assign a colour index and an arrow to each
edge such that the arrows form a closed loop. If two face variables in the surface
share a common edge then their resective arrows along that edge point in opposite
directions. Once an arrow is assigned to an edge of a single face variable in the
surface, this automatically fixes all the other arrows in the surface. Performing a
parity transformation reverses the arrows, giving the conjugate Wilson surface.
2. To each cubet we assign a triplet of lattice basis vectors than span the three-
dimensional subspace of the cubet. If the arrow associated with an edge points in
the positive direction, relative to this chosen basis, then the associated colour index
is raised and otherwise it is lowered. Hence, two face variables in the surface which
share a common edge will share a common index, and this index will be raised in one
face variable and lowered in the other.
3. From the previous rule, a pair of opposite edges of a face variable will correspond
to a pair of indices, one of which is raised and the other lowered. Assign a spatial
8We thank Chris Hull for suggesting this decomposition.
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direction to this pair of indices which corresponds to the spatial direction along which
their edges lie. The order in which the two pairs of indices occurs in a face variable
is then determined by the ordering of the spatial indices associated with each pair,
up to cyclic permutations. For example, in three dimensions, the ordering of spatial
indices is (x, y), (y, z), (z, x).
4. Given a three-dimensional basis of the cubet, compute the normal vector to each
face variable. In particular, the normal vector to a face variable which lies in the
(µ, ν)-plane is given by ~µ× ~ν. If the normal vector points away from the interior of
the surface, then replace the face variable with its adjoint while keeping the indices
in the same place.
5. Finally, take the product of all the face variables in the surface and sum over repeated
indices. For closed orientable surfaces, there are no free indices, so one obtains a
gauge-invariant object.
Let us apply the above procedure to obtain an expression for the Wilson surface cor-
reponding to a fundamental cube. We will take this cube to be spanned by the lattice
vectors (~µ, ~ν, ~λ). For the purpose of assigning indices and arrows to the edges of the faces,
it is convenient to unfold the cubet as shown in figure 7, where edges with a repeated index
are understood to be identified. The cubet in figure 7 corresponds to
Γ()=Wµνa3a˙1a4a˙2(~n)Wνλa˙2a′5a˙7a′6(~n)Wλµa′6a8a′9a3(~n)W†µνa11a˙7a8a˙10(~n+~λ)W†νλa˙10a′9a˙1a′12(~n+~µ)W†λµa′12a4a′5a11(~n+~ν).
(4.7)
In the nonabelian theory, a general closed Wilson surface is not simply given by the product
of the all the cubets contained in the surface, as we found for the abelian theory. The
procedure described above allows us to define closed surfaces in an unambiguous way.
Path ordering issues simply do not arise in this construction. The object (4.7) is the basic
building block of the theory described here. To avoid the somewhat cluttered notation
of (4.7), we shall often write (4.7) as
Γ() =W(θ1)a3a˙1a4a˙2W(θ2)a˙2a′5a˙7a′6W(θ3)a′6a8a′9a3W(θ4)a11a˙7a8a˙10W(θ5)a˙10a′9a˙1a′12W(θ6)a′12a4a′5a11 ,
where the suppressed space-time index structure is given by
θ1 = α
2Bµν(~n), θ2 = α
2Bνλ(~n), θ3 = α
2Bλµ(~n),
θ4 = −α2Bµν(~n+ ~λ), θ5 = −α2Bνλ(~n+ ~µ), θ6 = −α2Bλµ(~n+ ~ν).
Note that the minus signs take care of the † operation. As a second example, consider the
Wilson surface which contains two fundamental cubes, depicted in figure 8. For the pupose
of assigning indices, it is convenient to unfold the Wilson surface as shown in figure 9. This
Wilson surface, composed of two cubets, is then given by
Γ() =Wa′3a˙1
a′4a˙2
Wa′6a˙5
a′7a˙1
Wa9a′8
a10a′3
Wa10a′11
a12a′6
W a˙2a13a˙14a9W†
a16a′4
a13a′15
W†a18a′7
a16a′17
W†a′15a˙14
a′8a˙19
W†a′17a˙19
a′11a˙20
W†a˙20a12a˙5a18 .
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Figure 7. Indices and arrows for a cubet.
Figure 8. 2× 1× 1 Wilson surface.
More complicated Wilson surfaces may be constructed from simpler ones in a similar way
as was seen in the abelian theory. For example9
Γ() = ∫ dWc Γ(L) Γ(R),
where the Wilson surface  is constructed by gluing the two cubets L and R along
a common face, with face variable Wc. The gluing is performed by integrating over Wc.
Such a construction is depicted in figure 15, where the face variable that is integrated over
is shaded.
9This result relies on the integration rule∫
dW (W†)aa˙bb˙Wcc˙dd˙ ∼ δadδa˙d˙δcbδc˙d˙
which will be used at length in section 7.3.
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Figure 9. Indices and arrows for a 2× 1× 1 Wilson surface.
4.3 Action
As we explained in the previous section, the face variables are four-index objects which
naturally transform in some representation of U(N)×U(N), although more general gauge
groups may be possible. For concreteness, we will choose the bi-adjoint representation,
since the basic conclusions of the paper do not depend on the representation. As in the
abelian case, the action for the theory is essentially given by the sum of the real part of
each cubet:10
S[B] = β
∑

(
1− 1
N3
<Γ()) (4.8)
where Γ() is given by (4.7) and β can be interpreted as the inverse temeprature of the
statistical system or the inverse coupling of the field theory in the continuum limit. The
factor of N3 which appears in (4.8) ensures that the action vanishes for a trivial gerbe
configuration, i.e. where B = 0. Indeed, for a trivial gerbe, (4.7) reduces to Γ() = N3.
Consider the SU(N) decomposition of the B field in (4.4). If we set the bi-adjoint
field Φ = 0, then the face variables reduce to a product of a U(1) phase and two SU(N)
matrices:
Wµνbab˙a˙ =WµνUµνbaVµν b˙a˙
where Wµν = exp
(
iα2bµν
)
is an abelian face variable, Uµνba = exp
(
iα2Cµν
b
a
)
, and Vµν b˙a˙ =
exp
(
iα2C˜µν
b˙
a˙
)
. Furthermore, the cubet in (4.7) reduces to
Γµνλ (~n) = Γabelian (~n)Wµν (~n)Wνλ (~n)Wµν (~n) , (4.9)
10More generally, if the raised/lowered color indices of the face variables correspond to the R/R¯ repre-
sentation of U(N), one simply replaces N in (4.8) with the dimension of the representation R.
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Figure 10. Gauge transformation of nonabelian face variable.
where Γabelian is the abelian cubet associated with the field bµν , and
Wµν (~n) = Tr
(
Ωνλ (~n) Ωλµ (~n) Ω
†
νλ (~n+ ~µ) Ω
†
λµ (~n+ ~ν)
)
Wνλ (~n) = Tr
(
Uλµ (~n)Uµν (~n)U†λµ (~n+ ~ν)U†µν
(
~n+ ~λ
))
Wλµ (~n) = Tr
(
Vµν (~n)Vνλ (~n)V†µν
(
~n+ ~λ
)
V†νλ (~n+ ~µ)
)
.
(where we denote unitary matrices with primed indices as Ω). Hence, from (4.9) we see that
if we set Φ = 0, the non-abelian cubet reduces to an abelian cubet times three plaquettes,
which are associated with each pair of spatial directions. From this, it is not difficult to
see that upon dimensional reduction, the non-abelian gerbe theory will give rise to non-
abelian Yang-Mills fields, as well as other fields. We will return to dimensional reduction
in section 6.
4.4 Gauge transformations
It is natural to define gauge transformations of a face variable as multiplication by the
Wilson lines along its edges. In particular, the face variable in figure 10 tansforms as
follows under a gauge transformation:
(Wµν)aa˙bb˙ → (Uµ)ae (Uν)a˙e˙ (Wµν)ee˙f f˙ (U †µ)f b (U †ν )f˙ b˙, (4.10)
where
(Wµν)aa˙bb˙ (~n) = exp
(
iα2(Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
(~n)
)
. (4.11)
Here ~n is a lattice point at a corner of the plaquette. The gauge transformation involves
Wilson lines along the ~xµ and ~xν directions. The Wilson lines in the µ-direction are
U aµ e (~n+ νˆ) = exp (iαΛµ
a
e (~n+ ~ν)) , U
†f
µ b (~n) = exp
(
−iαΛµf b (~n)
)
, (4.12)
and those in the ν-direction are
U a˙ν e˙ (~n) = exp
(
iαΛν
a˙
e˙ (~n)
)
, U †f˙
ν b˙
(~n+ ~µ) = exp
(
−iαΛν f˙ b˙ (~n+ ~µ)
)
(4.13)
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The Wilson lines are in turn only defined up to gauge transformations associated with their
vertices, as depicted in figure 2:
Uab(~n)→ h†aa′(~n+ ~µ)Ua′b′(~n)hb′b(~n),
where
h†aa′(~n+ ~µ) = exp (−iαϕaa′(~n+ ~µ)) , hb′b(~n) = exp
(
iαϕb
′
b(~n)
)
.
5 Classical continuum limit
Finding the continuum limit of a quantum theory on a lattice is a subtle issue and requires
an understanding of the phase structure of the theory.11 In this section we will consider
the non-abelian gerbe theory in terms of a small α expansion of the classical lattice action
and discuss a thorough treatment of the quantum theory elsewhere. One reason to study
the small α expansion of the theory is that it loosely corresponds to a derivative expansion
and so the leading orders describe propagators and low-point interaction vertices that we
may usefully compare with more familiar field theories such as Yang-Mills. In this section,
we expand the action to cubic order in the fields and describe the classical continuum limit,
where the lattice spacing goes to zero. The action is
S[B] = β
∑

(
1− 1
N3
<(Γ()))
where the sum is taken over all cubets,
Γ =Wcb˙ac˙(θ1)Wd
′d
a′c (θ2)W c˙c
′
d˙d′(θ3)Wbd˙da˙(θ4)Wb
′a
c′b (θ5)W a˙a
′
b˙b′ (θ6) (5.1)
and W(θi) = eiθi , where the θi are 4-index objects. Since θ is not a matrix, this is not a
conventional exponential function. It may be taken as short-hand for the following
Waa˙
bb˙
= δab δ
a˙
b˙
+ iθaa˙
bb˙
− 1
2
θaa˙cc˙ θ
cc˙
bb˙
− i
6
θaa˙cc˙ θ
cc˙
dd˙
θdd˙
bb˙
+ . . . (5.2)
The θ’s are given by
θ1 = −α2Bνλ, θ4 = α2Bνλ + α3∆µBνλ,
θ2 = −α2Bλµ, θ5 = α2Bλµ + α3∆νBλµ,
θ3 = −α2Bµν , θ6 = α2Bµν + α3∆λBµν .
where the lattice derivative is given by (2.2) and we have suppressed the gauge indices
which are given explicitly in (5.1). The action is non-polynomial and we are interested in
expanding the action up to cubic order in θ. We write
Γ =
∞∑
n=0
Γn
11The continuum limit may be taken at a phase transition, where the correlation length of the system
becomes much larger than lattice spacing. See, for example, [34, 35] for details.
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where Γn is of order n in θ. It will be useful to denote the real part as <Γn := Vn since
only the real part of Γn contributes to the action. Vn will give the n-point vertex for the
interacting gerbes. Plugging (5.2) into (5.1) and keeping terms only of order zero in θ
we find V0 = δaaδa˙a˙δa
′
a′ = N
3. This gives an overall constant shift to the action and is not
physically significant. Pugging (5.2) into (5.1) and keeping terms only of one in θ we find
Γ1 = iN
6∑
i=1
Tr2θi
where Tr2(θ
aa˙
bb˙
) := θaa˙aa˙ is the trace over both indices. Since V1 = 0 there is no contribution
to the action from this term and we find tht the action may be written as
S[B] = β
∑

(
1− 1
N3
<Γ
)
= − β
N3
∑

∞∑
n=2
Vn,
and we can think of Vn as the n-point vertex in the classical theory. As with lattice theories
in general, there are an infinite number of such vertices; however, upon taking the classical
continuum limit, only a finite number of these vertices survive.
5.1 Quadratic terms
Plugging (5.2) into (5.1) and keeping terms only of second order in θ gives the quadratic
part of the action
β
N3
∑
 V2 = −
βα6
6
∑
~n
∑
1≤µ<ν<λ≤6
(
1
2
(Hµνλ)
2 +
1
4N
∑
A
(FAµνλ)2 +
1
8N2
∑
A
(GAµνλ)2
)
(5.3)
where the components of FAµνλ are
FAµνλ =
F
M
µν:λ
F M˙λµ:ν
FM
′
νλ:µ
 , GAµνλ =
 GMM˙µ:νλGM˙M ′λ:µν
GM
′M
ν:λµ

where
Hµνλ := ∆µbνλ + ∆λbµν + ∆νbλµ,
FMµν:λ := ∆µCνλ
M + ∆νC˜
M
λµ, F
M˙
λµ:ν := ∆µC˜
M˙
νλ + ∆λC
M˙
µν , F
M ′
νλ:µ := ∆νC
M ′
λµ + ∆λC˜
M ′
µν ,
GMM˙µ:νλ := ∆µΦνλ
MM˙ , GM˙M
′
λ:µν := ∆λΦµν
M˙M ′ , GM
′M
ν:λµ := ∆νΦλµ
M ′M .
Using the antisymmetry CMµλ = −C˜Mλµ and similarly for other terms we can write
FMµν:λ = 2∆[µC
M
ν]λ, F
M˙
λµ:ν = 2∆[λC
M˙
µ]ν , F
M ′
νλ:µ = 2∆[νC
M ′
λ]µ.
The quadratic part of the action may be written in a more compact form by introducing
the field strength
(Hµνλ)aa˙a′bb˙b′ := Hµνλ δab δa˙b˙ δa
′
b′ (5.4)
+FMµνλ (TM )
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
δa
′
b′ + F
N˙
µνλ (TN˙ )
a˙
b˙
δab δ
a′
b′ + F
P ′
µνλ (TP ′)
a′
b′ δ
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
+GMN˙µνλ (TM )
a
b (TN˙ )
a˙
b˙
δa
′
b′ +G
N˙P ′
µνλ (TN˙ )
a˙
b˙
(TP ′)
a′
b′ δ
a
b +G
P ′M
µνλ (TP ′)
a′
b′ (TM )
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
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The action at quadratic order may then be simply written as
β
N3
∑
 V2 = −
βα6
12
∑
~n
∑
1≤µ<ν<λ≤6
Tr3(Hµνλ ◦ Hµνλ)
where Tr3 is a trace over all three pairs of free indices and the product ◦ is defined as
(Hµνλ ◦ Hµνλ)aa˙a′bb˙b′ := (Hµνλ)aa˙a
′
cc˙c′ (Hµνλ)cc˙c
′
bb˙b′ .
5.2 Cubic terms
The first non-trivial interactions occur at cubic order. With a little work, the real part of
the cubic term may be written as V3 = V3 + V˜3, where
V3 =
N2
2
α7 fMNP C
M
νλ ∆µC
N
νλ
(
CPµλ +
α
2
∆νC
P
µλ
)
+
N2
2
α7 fMNP C
M
µλ ∆νC
N
µλ
(
CPνλ +
α
2
∆µC
P
νλ
)
+ . . .
and
V˜3 =
N
4
α7δM˙N˙fMNPΦ
MM˙
νλ ∆µΦ
NN˙
νλ
(
CPµλ +
α
2
∆νC
P
µλ
)
+
N
4
α7δM ′N ′fMNPΦ
MM ′
µλ ∆νΦ
NN ′
µλ
(
CPνλ +
α
2
∆µC
P
νλ
)
+ . . .
where the ellipsis denote similar terms that involve the structure constants fM˙N˙P˙ and
fM ′N ′P ′ . The full cubic expression is given in appendix B.2, where details of this calcula-
tion may be found. We shall see in section 6 that, after dimensional reduction, this term
correctly reproduces the lattice Yang-Mills interaction at cubic order, and hence conven-
tional Yang-Mills theory in the classical continuum limit.
5.3 Gauge transformations
In section 4.4, we defined the gauge transformations for non-abelian face variables. Ex-
panding (4.10) and (4.11) in powers of α, we obtain
iα2B aa˙
µν bb˙
→α
[(
(∆νUµ)U
†
µ
)a
b
δa˙
b˙
−
(
(∆µUν)U
†
ν
)a˙
b˙
δab
]
+iα2U aµ eU
†f
µ bU
a˙
ν e˙U
†f˙
ν b˙
B ee˙
µν ff˙
+O (α4)
(5.5)
where Uµ and Uν are defined in (4.12) and (4.13). From this equation, it is clear that gauge
transformations preserve the antisymmetry constraint (4.5).
Expanding Uµ and Uν in powers of α then gives
δ(Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
= δa˙
b˙
(∆ν (Λµ)
a
b)− δab
(
∆µ (Λν)
a˙
b˙
)
−iα(Λµ)cb(Bµν)aa˙cb˙ + iα(Λµ)ac(Bµν)ca˙bb˙ − iα(Bµν)aa˙bc˙ (Λν)c˙b˙ + iα(Bµν)ac˙bb˙ (Λν)a˙c˙
+O (α2) .
Decomposing B as in (4.4) and Λ as
(Λµ)
a
b = λµδ
a
b + λ
M
µ (TM )
a
b ,
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where TM are generators of SU(N), the gauge transformations of the component fields are
given, to first order in α, by
δbµν = ∆νλµ −∆µλν
δCMµν = ∆νλ
M
µ + αfNP
MCNµνλ
P
ν
δC˜M˙µν = −∆µλM˙ν + αfN˙P˙ N˙ C˜N˙µνλP˙µ
δΦMM˙µν = αfNP
MλNµ Φ
PM˙
µν + αfN˙P˙
M˙λP˙ν Φ
MN˙
µν (5.6)
We have suppressed terms of order α2 and higher. We see that the transformations of CMµν
and ΦMN˙µν resemble the gauge transformations of a Yang-Mills connection and a bi-adjoint
scalar field respectively, even though both have two Lorentz indices. Note that when α→ 0,
the transformations become linear. This implies that in the classical continuum limit, the
theory is non-interacting. We will verify this at the level of the action in the next section.
5.4 Classical continuum limit
In this section we look at the classical continuum limit of the non-abelian lattice gerbe
theory and find that it reduces to a non-interacting theory in this limit, i.e. the interactions
are suppressed by powers of the lattice spacing. Taking the naive, continuum limit involves
the sending α→ 0 and the number of lattice sites ~n to infinity. For simplicty we shall take
D = 6. In this double limit ∑
~n
α6 →
∫
d6x.
In this limit the lattice derivative (2.2) reduces to the conventional partial derivative ∆µ →
∂µ. The quadratic terms become
β
N3
∑
 V2 → −
β
6
∫
d6x
∑
1≤µ<ν<λ≤6
(
1
2
(Hµνλ)
2 +
1
4N
3∑
i=1
(F iµνλ)
2 +
1
8N2
3∑
i=1
(Giµνλ)
2
)
(5.7)
where
Hµνλ := 3∂[µbνλ],
FMµνλ := ∂[µC
M
ν]λ, F
N˙
µνλ := ∂[λC
N˙
µ]ν , F
P ′
µνλ := ∂[νC
P ′
λ]µ,
GMN˙µνλ := ∂µΦ
MN˙
νλ , G
N˙P ′
µνλ := ∂λΦ
N˙P ′
µν , G
P ′M
µνλ := ∂νΦ
P ′M
λµ .
The contributions from Vn, with n > 2 all vanish in the α → 0 limit, as may be seen
explicitly in the cubic terms (B.2) and (B.3). Thus, the classical theory is free in the
continuum limit. Moreover, in the absence of non-linear terms, the gauge transformations
become abelian
δbµν = ∂µλν − ∂νλµ, δCMµν = ∂µλMν , δΦMN˙µν = 0.
The fact that the theory becomes non-interacting in the classical continuum limit is con-
sistent the results of [36] and with the no-go theorem of [47]. On the other hand, we will
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demonstrate in the next section that if we dimensionally reduce the theory before taking
the classical continuum limit, this gives rise to non-abelian lattice Yang-Mills theory, so
the terms which are suppressed by lattice spacing in the classical theory encode Yang-Mills
interactions. Furthermore, in sections 7 and 8, we will show that at nonzero lattice spacing,
the quantum theory is non-trivial (for example, Wilson surfaces exhibit a volume law at
strong coupling). This suggests the possibility that the continuum limit in the quantum the-
ory may be different than the continuum limit in the classical theory due to renormalization.
Since the gerbe can in principle be coupled to strings which reside on the links of the lattice,
we might like to reinterpret the lattice spacing as a string scale and the action as a higher
derivative effective action (or string field theory) for a non-gravitational string theory.
6 Dimensional reduction
In this section, we consider the dimensional reduction of the lattice gerbe theory we have
introduced in preceeding sections. We will begin by dimensionally reducing a truncation of
the non-abelian gerbe theory, in order to demonstrate how non-abelian lattice Yang-Mills
arises in the simplest possible setting. We then describe the dimensional reduction of the
full theory, which will give rise to lattice Yang-Mills theory, in addition to other fields.
Formally, dimensional reduction of a continuum theory on a circle requires that a spatial
direction is made compact and a harmonic (Fourier) analysis is performed on all fields along
this direction. In the event that the radius of the compact direction is taken to zero, the
higher modes become infnitely masive and decouple from the theory leaving an effective
theory of zero modes living in the remaining dimensions. The classical action of the zero
modes can be obtained directly by taking the fields to have no dependence on the compact
direction, and integrating over the compact direction. For concreteness, we shall take the
dimension of the lattice to be six and consider a reduction down to five dimensions.
From the discussions above regarding the classical continuum limit, one might an-
ticipate that a dimensional reduction of the gerbe theory simply gives rise to a lower
dimensional theory that includes Maxwell fields in addition to gerbes. Indeed, if we reduce
along the 6’th direction, those fields that have one component along the 6’th direction are
naturally interpreted as one-forms in the lower dimensional theory(
α bµiµ6 , αC
M
µiµ6 , α C˜
M˙
µiµ6 , αΦ
MN˙
µiµ6
)
→
(
aµi , A
M
µi , A˜
M˙
µi , φ
MN˙
µi
)
, i 6= 6,
however, the main result of this section is that, if we dimensioanlly reduce our lattice gerbe
theory and then take the continuum limit, we find non-abelian Yang-Mills, rather than
Maxwell theory included in the lower dimensional field theory. A glimpse of this may be
seen from the dimensional reduction of the gauge transformations of the fields at finite
latice spacing (5.6). The result is
δaµ = ∆µλ,
δAMµ = ∆µλ
M + fNP
MANµ λ
P
δA˜M˙µ = αfN˙P˙
M˙ A˜N˙λP˙µ
δφMM˙µ = fNP
MλNφPM˙µ − αfN˙P˙ M˙λN˙µ φMP˙µ ,
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where αλMµ6 → λM under dimensional reduction. We see that AMµ transforms as a standard
SU(N) lattice Yang-Mills connection. Moreover, if we send α to zero, we have
δaµ = ∂µλ,
δAMµ = Dµλ
M := ∂µλ
M + fNP
MANµ λ
P
δA˜M˙µ = 0
δφMM˙µ = fNP
MλNφPM˙µ , (6.1)
so that the classical continuum limit includes a conventional Yang-Mills connection AMµ .
We also see that φMM˙µ transforms convariantly in the continuum limit and so we would
expect that the continuum limit includes non-linear terms such that
GMN˙νµ = ∂νA
MN˙
µ → DνAMN˙µ , FMµν = 2∂[µAMν] → 2∂[µAMν] + fNPMAN[µAPν]. (6.2)
Such modifications would appear as cubic and quartic terms in the Lagrangian. In par-
ticular, we would expect to see cubic terms of the form δM˙N˙fMNPA
MM˙
µ ∂νA
NN˙
µ A
P
ν and
fMNPA
M
µ ∂νA
N
µ A
P
ν . This is precicesly what we find in section 6.2 from the continuum limit
of the reduced cubic terms in the lattice gerbe theory. Note that fields which do not have
indices along the 6’th direction are not re-scaled by the lattice spacing, so their gauge
transformations become linear in the classical continuum limit.
6.1 Reduction of a truncated theory
To illustrate the arguments more clearly it will be helpful to first consider the dimensional
reduction of a truncation of the full theory. We will set out the reduction of the full theory in
the next section. Let us consider a non-abelian gerbe in six dimensions, and dimensionally
reduce along the 6’th direction. As we explained above, this can be accomplished by
dropping dependence of the fields along the 6th direction, and summing along the 6th
direction. We then obtain the following five-dimensional action
S5d = β`
∑
~n
 ∑
1≤µ<ν<λ≤5
(
1− 1
N3
<Γµνλ (~n)
)
+
∑
1≤µ<ν≤5
(
1− 1
N3
<Γµν(~n)
)
where ` is the length of the 6th direction in lattice units, and the sum over ~n is over a
5d hyperplane holding the 6’th coordinate fixed. Note that there are two types of cubets:
those which live in 5 dimensions, and those which have an edge in the 6th direction, as
depicted in figure 11. We will restrict our attention to the latter.12 In particular, they are
given by:
Γµν (~n) =Wµνa3a˙1a4a˙2 (~n)Wν6
a˙2a′5
a˙7a′6
(~n)W6µa
′
6a8
a′9a3
(~n)W†µνa11a˙7a8a˙10 (~n)W
†
ν6
a˙10a′9
a˙1a′12
(~n+ ~µ)
×W†6µa
′
12a4
a′5a11
(~n+ ~ν) . (6.3)
12The former simply gives a lattice gerbe theory of the kind we have been describing but in five dimensions.
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Figure 11. In the truncated theory, dimensional reduction of a cubet along the 6th direction
effectively collapses it to a plaquette.
We obtained equation by setting λ = 6 in (4.7) and noting that Wµν(~n) = Wµν(~n + ~λ).
Recall that the face variables can be expressed in terms of gerbe fields
(Wρλ)aa˙bb˙ = exp
(
iα2Bρλ
aa˙
bb˙
)
.
The gerbe fields can in turn be decomposed into irreducible representations of SU(N) as
Bρλ
aa˙
bb˙
= bρλδ
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
+ Cρν
a
bδ
a˙
b˙
+ C˜ρν
a˙
b˙
δab + Φρν
aa˙
bb˙
where the components are traceless and hermitian on each pair of indices. Thus far, the
analysis is completely general. In order to highlight the emergence of the Yang-Mills sector
without the clutter of other fields, we now perform a truncation. This truncation is only
applied here to streamline the argument, the essential result — that Yang-Mills theory
arises in the reduced theory — also holds in the general case, as we shall see in the next
section. The edges which lie along the 6th direction are associated with primed indices.
Hence, the four face variabes which have an edge in the 6th direction, will have a pair of
primed indices. To simplify our analysis further, for these face variables, we will restrict
our attention to fields which are singlets with respect to unprimed or dotted indices. In
other words, we will impose the truncation
Bν6
a˙a′
b˙b′ =
(
bν6δ
a′
b′ + C˜ν6
a′
b′
)
δa˙
b˙
, B6µ
a′a
b′b =
(
b6µδ
a′
b′ + C6µ
a′
b′
)
δab .
The four face variables with primed indices then reduce to
Wν6a˙2a
′
5
a˙7a′6
(n) = U †ν
a′5
a′6
(n) δa˙2a˙7 , W6µ
a′6a8
a′9a3
(n) = Uµ
a′6
a′9
(n) δa8a3
W†ν6a˙10a
′
9
a˙1a′12
(n + µˆ) = Uν
a′9
a′12
(n + µˆ) δa˙10a˙1 , W
†
6µ
a′12a4
a′5a11
(n + νˆ) = U †µ
a′12
a′5
(n + νˆ) δa4a11
where
Uµ
a′
b′ = exp
[
iα2
(
b6µδ
a′
b′ + C6µ
a′
b′
)]
and we used the antisymmetry propetry in equations (4.6). In our truncated theory, the
cubet in (6.3) reduces to
Γµν (~n) = N
2tr
[
U †ν (~n)Uµ (~n)Uν (~n+ ~µ)U
†
µ (~n+ ~ν)
]
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where (4.2) has been used. Furthermore, the 5d lattice action is given by S5d = S5d[W] +
S5d[U ], where S5d[W] is the action for a five-dimensioanal gerbe and
S5d[U ] = β`
∑
~n
∑
1≤µ<ν≤5
(
1− 1
N
<tr
[
U †ν (~n)Uµ (~n)Uν (~n+ ~µ)U
†
µ (~n+ ~ν)
])
, (6.4)
is precisely the action for lattice U(N) Yang-Mills theory. Hence, dimensionally reducing
the truncated theory effectively collapses those cubets with an edge along the 6th direction
into plaquettes, as depicted in figure 11. As we will see in the next subsection, this still
holds true when we dimensionally reduce the full theory. In that case, we obtain U(N)
Yang-Mills theory coupled to various other fields in five dimensions. It is therefore natural
to parametrize the unitary matrices in (6.4) terms of a Yang-Mills gauge field as follows:
Uµ
a′
b′ = exp
(
iαAµ
a′
b′
)
, Aµ
a′
b′ = α
(
b6µδ
a′
b′ + C6µ
a′
b′
)
.
Note that we have re-scaled the fields by a power of α, which is required by dimensional
analysis. In principle, we could rescale by any multiple of α, a point that will be elaborated
upon below. Taking the classical continuum limit gives
S5d[U ]→ 1
g2
∫
d5x Tr (FµνF
µν)
where Fµν
a′
b′ = (∂µAν − ∂νAµ − i [Aµ, Aν ]) a
′
b′ and g
−2 = R/(βl2), giving a conventional
U(N) gauge theory.
To summarize, we find the following three phenomena:
1. If we take the classical continuum limit of the theory prior to dimensional reduction,
we obtain a noninteracting theory, as we described in section 5. On the other hand,
if we dimensional reduce the theory and then take the classical continuum limit, we
obtain an interacting theory containing U(N) Yang-Mills. Hence, taking the classical
continuum limit does not commute with dimensional reduction. In particular, we see
that Yang-Mills interactions are encoded in the interactions of the non-abelian gerbe
theory at non-zero lattice spacing.13
2. In the non-abelian gerbe theory, pairs of color indices are tied to spatial indices, so
tranformations of spatial indices should be accompanied by transformations of color
indices. On the other hand, after dimensionally reducing along the 6th direction, the
color indices of the resulting Yang-Mills fields are associated with the sixth direction,
and are therefore inert under transformations of the five remaining spatial dimensions.
Hence, when we take the classical continuum limit of the dimensionally reduced
theory, the resulting theory is Lorentz invariant.14
3. Had we dimensionally reduced the non-abelian gerbe theory along another spatial
direction, the resulting Yang-Mills fields would have color indices associated with
13We shall discuss a subtlety relating to this observation in section 6.3 below.
14Since we are working in Euclidean signature, this actually corresponds to rotational invariance.
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that spatial direction. We have taken the gauge group to be U(N) along all spatial
directions in the nonabelian lattice gerbe theory, but had we made a more general
choice, dimensionally reducing along different directions would actually give Yang-
Mills theories with different gauge groups, which is reminiscent of Langlands dual-
ity [48, 49]. Since the gauge group U(N) is self-dual under Langlands duality, this
motivates choosing the group to be U(N) along all directions in the non-abelian
lattice gerbe theory.
Note that we have only demonstrated these properties in a truncated version of the non-
abelian lattice gerbe theory. When we dimensionally reduce the full nonabelian lattice
gerbe theory, we will obtain many other fields in addition to Yang-Mills. Furthermore, we
have been working in the classical theory, and it is conceivable that the results may be
different in the quantum theory, especially in the absence of supersymmetry. Nevertheless,
it is remarkable that our simple model for a non-abelian gerbe theory naturally gives rise to
non-abelian Yang-Mills theory upon dimensional reduction and hints at a potential mecha-
nism for realizing Langlands duality from dimensional reduction. Non-abelian lattice gerbe
theory may provide a promising avenue of investigation in definining the (2, 0) theory once
self-duality and supersymmetry have been correctly incorporated.
6.2 Reducing the full theory
To make contact with our usual picture of dimensional reduction of a classical action and
also to get a feel for what happens in the most general case (i.e. without the additional
truncation described above), we study the dimensional reduction of the small α expansion
of the full theory in 6 dimensions. Consider the reduction along the direction xλ. We define
αbνλ → aν , αCMνλ → AMν , αCMλν = −αC˜Mνλ → −A˜Mν , αΦMM˙µλ → φMM˙µ .
Dimensional reduction of the quadratic terms (5.7) is straightforward. The details are given
in the appendix B.1. Taking the continuum limit of the dimensionally-reduced quadratic
terms gives the quadratic action
S(2) = − β̂1
12N3
∫
d5xTr3HµνλHµνλ − β̂2
12N3
∫
d5xTr3FµνFµν
where the Lorentz indices are five dimensional, Hµνλ is defined in (5.4), and Fµν is given by
(Fµν)aa˙a′bb˙b′ = Fµνδab δa˙b˙ δa
′
b′ + F
M
µν (TM )
a
bδ
a˙
b˙
δa
′
b′ + G˜
M˙
µν(TM˙ )
a˙
b˙
δab δ
a′
b′ + G˜
M ′
µν (TM ′)δ
a
b δ
a˙
b˙
+GMM˙µν (TM )
a
b (TM˙ )
a˙
b˙
δa
′
b′ +G
MM ′
µν (TM )
a
b (TM ′)
a′
b′ δ
a˙
b˙
(6.5)
where the SU(N)-irreducible components of these field are
Fµν := 2∂[µaν], F
M
µν := 2∂[µA
M
ν] ,
G˜M˙µν := ∂µA˜
M˙
ν , G˜
M ′
νµ := ∂νA˜
M ′
µ , G
MM˙
µν := ∂µφ
MM˙
ν , G
M ′M
νµ := ∂νφ
M ′M
µ .
The coupling constants in five dimensions are β̂1 = βα and β̂2 = β/α.
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The cubic terms of the dimensionaly reduced lattice theory have the classical contin-
uum limit
S(3) = − β̂
12N
∫
d5x fMNP
(
AMν ∂µA
N
ν A
P
µ +A
M
µ ∂νA
N
ν A
P
ν
)
− β̂
24N2
∫
d5x fMNP
(
δM˙N˙φ
MM˙
ν ∂µφ
NN˙
ν A
P
µ + δM ′N ′φ
MM ′
µ ∂νφ
NN ′
ν A
P
ν
)
This gives, at cubic order, the correct non-abelian completion of S(2) suggested by the
gauge transformations (6.1). The manifest gauge-invariance of the theory, the gauge trans-
formations (6.1), and the quadratic action S(2) are enough to infer that the full form of
the continuum action is given by S(2) with FMµν , G
MM˙
µν , and G
M ′M
νµ as given by (6.2). Ex-
panding the lattice gerbe action to quartic order, dimensionally reducing, and then taking
the continuum limit, would provide additional confirmation of this result.
In summary, if we dimensionally reduce the U(N)×U(N) lattice gerbe theory and take
the classical continuum limit, we obtain U(N) Yang-Mills theory coupled to a bi-adjoint
field φMM˙ν , as well as a number of other decoupled fields. It is intriguing to note that if
we set the bi-adjoint field ΦMN˙µν in the SU(N) decomposition of the non-abelian gerbe to
zero, dimensional reduction followed by the classical continuum limit would give rise to
pure U(N) Yang-Mills theory, and all the other fields would be completely decoupled.
6.3 A subtlety regarding the continuum limit
We have seen that the dimensional reduction of the lattice gerbe theory gives rise to a
theory that includes conventional lattice Yang-Mills theory. In contrast to the continuum
theory for which there is a single length scale given by the internal radius R of the compact
direction, the lattice theory has two natural length scales: α and R = `α. As long as we
restrict our questions to the theory at finite lattice spacing, the question of the whether
we adopt the convention αBµλ = Aµ, or `αBµλ = Aµ is largely a matter of taste, the
two choices being related by the obvious field redefinition. More care is required if we
wish to consider the classical continuum limit of the dimensionally reduced theory. To
better understand this, consider the cubic terms for the reduced theory in which we use
the alternative definition `αBµλ = Aµ. These terms may then be written as
S
(3)
5d =
α5
2N`
∑
n
∑
1≤µ<ν≤5
(
1
g2F
L3 + 1
g2H
L˜3
)
(6.6)
where L3 and L˜ include lattice Yang-Mills cubic terms15 and g−2F = β/`α and g−2H = β`α. It
is instructive to further reduce the theory to four dimensions. Imposing the identification
15Specicifically
L3 = fMNP
(
AMν A
P
µ∆µA
N
ν + δSTφ
MS
ν A
P
µ∆µφ
NT
µ + (µ↔ ν)
)
+ . . .
L˜3 = fMNP
(
A˜Mν C˜
P
µν∆µA˜
N
ν + δSTφ
MS
ν C
P
µν∆µφ
NT
µ + (µ↔ ν)
)
+ . . .
where the ellipsis denote terms of order α.
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n5 ∼ n5 + α˜` in the 5’th direction, the reduced theory has a similar form to the five-
dimensonal theory, but includes additional scalar and vector fields. The four-dimensional
coupling constants for the gerbe and Yang-Mills components are
gˆF =
√
`
β ˜`
, gˆH =
√
1
βα2`˜`
.
We note that, if we set the six-dimensional coupling to β = 1, then reversing the order
of the dimensional reduction inverts the coupling contstant gˆF , which may be written as
gˆ2F = R˜/R.
If we wish to take the continuum limit at finite R, it is natural to take the limit α→ 0,
`→∞ such that the product α`→ R, is a finite constant. In this case, if we hold β fixed
in this limit, we obtain a free theory in lower dimensions. By contrast, we may consider
the limit in which α→ 0 keeping ` finite. Naively, this would give rise to a R→ 0 limit of
a continuum theory which includes non-linear interaction terms. In summary, if we take
the classical continuum limit of the theory prior to dimensional reduction, we obtain a
noninteracting theory, as described in section 5. On the other hand, if we dimensionally
reduce the theory and then take the classical continuum limit, keeping ` finite, we obtain
an interacting theory containing U(N) Yang-Mills. Thus, if we keep ` finite, taking the
classical continuum limit does not commute with dimensional reduction. In particular, we
see that Yang-Mills interactions are encoded in the interactions of the non-abelian gerbe
theory at non-zero lattice spacing.
This result should not be a suprise. The cubic vertex which takes the schematic form
B∆B(B + α∆B) is a sum of dimension seven and dimension eight operators. In a six-
dimensional continuum theory such operators would be considered as a non-renormalizable
interaction and discarded. What we are seeing is that, upon dimensional reduction, we have
cubic interactions that include terms of the form A2∆A which are of dimension four and
give important nonlinear contributions of the Yang-Mills theory. The importance of the
lattice construction is that, by introducing a fundamental dimensionful constant (the lattice
spacing α), it is possible to sensibly incorporate such B2∆B terms that give rise to A2∆A
terms in four dimensions. A similar story is expected for the quartic terms. We hope to
return to the question of whether this mechanism may be realised in more general quantum
theories elsewhere.
7 Wilson surfaces: analytical results
In this section, we obtain various analytical results for Wilson surfaces in lattice gerbe
theory. In section 7.1, we compute Wilson surfaces in the classical continuum limit, and
find a volume law in three dimensions and an area law in six dimensions. In section 7.2,
we consider the abelian gerbe theory on a three-dimensional lattice, and obtain an exact
expression for Wilson surfaces for any value of the coupling. In particular, we find a
volume law for any value of the coupling in three dimensions. In section 7.3, we compute
Wilson surfaces in the non-abelian theory, and show that they exhibit a volume law at
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Figure 12. Various Wilson surface geometries. It is convenient to use a spherical geometry (a) for
the abelian 2-form bµν , a cylindrical geometry (b) for adjoint field field C
M
µν (where the length of
the cylinder is along the ν direction), and a cubic geometry (c) for the bi-adjiont field ΦMN˙µν .
strong coupling. We will verify the analytical results for the abelian theory numerically in
section 8.
7.1 Wilson surfaces in the continuum limit
In the classical continuum limit, the lattice gerbe theory reduces to the non-interacting
theory in equation (5.7). In this section, we will compute Wilson surfaces in this non-
interacting theory. We expect that this should provide a good approximation for Wilson
surfaces which are much larger than the lattice spacing in the weakly coupled lattice gerbe
theory, and confirm this numerically for the abelian lattice gerbe theory in section 8.
Note that the action in equation (5.7) contains three types of fields: a standard abelian
2-form bµν , an adjoint field C
M
µν with a Yang-Mills-like kinetic terms, and a bi-adjiont field
ΦMN˙µν with scalar-like kinetic terms. We first compute the expectation value of a Wilson
surface for the abelian 2-form.16 A natural gauge choice is
∂µb
µν = 0. (7.1)
In this gauge, the equations of motion reduce to the Laplace equation in Euclidean signature
2bµν = 0. In D 6= 2 dimensions, the propagator for the abelian 2-form is therefore
〈bµν (~x) bρλ (~y)〉 = Gµν,ρλ (~x, ~y) = δµρδνλ − δνρδµλ|~x− ~y|D−2 , (7.2)
where we are neglecting numerical prefactors, which will not be important for our dis-
cussion. In the free theory, the log of the expectation value of a Wilson surface operator
Γ is simply given by computing the propagator between two points on the surface and
integrating over the location of these points:
− β ln 〈Γ〉 =
∫
d2σµν
∫
d2σ′ρλGµν,ρλ
(
σ, σ′
)
, (7.3)
where σ, σ′ are volume elements which are integrated over the surface. Since the propagator
generally becomes singular when the points coincide, one should insert a cutoff which
prevents this from happening. We can interpret this cuttoff as the lattice spacing.
16Note that a similar calculation was carried out for an abelian self-dual 2-form in [50].
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For simplicity, let’s take the surface to be a sphere of radius R, as depicted in part a
figure 12. Let’s place the sphere so that its center is located at the origin and its north
pole is located at θ = 0 in polar coordinates. Since the problem is spherically symmetric,
is is sufficient to set one of the points at the north pole, integrate over the location of the
other point, and multiply the answer by the area of the sphere, 4piR2. To impose a cutoff,
we will take the location of the second point to be in the range  < θ < pi. The log of the
expectation value of a spherical Wilson surface in D 6= 2 dimensions is then given by
− β ln 〈Γ [b]〉 = 4piR2
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi

dθ
R2 sin θ cos θ
(2R2 (1− cos θ))D/2−1
. (7.4)
Note that the angular cuttoff  is related to the lattice spacing α by  = α/R. In three
dimenions, (7.4) is finite as α→ 0, so that
−β ln 〈Γ3d [b]〉 = 16pi
2R3
3
.
Hence, we find that the Wilson surface exhibits a volume law, in three dimensions. In six
dimensions, (7.4) gives
−β ln 〈Γ6d [b]〉 = 4pi
2R2
α2
− 4pi2 ln R
α
+ . . .
where the ellipsis denote constant terms, terms of order α2/R2, and higher. Hence, the
six-dimensional Wilson surface obeys an area law when R α.
Now let us briefly sketch how the arguments are modified if we include the adjoint and
bi-adjoint sectors in the continuum limit. The adjoint field has a gauge symmetry that we
fix by an analogue for the Lorentz gauge in Yang-Mills∑
µ 6=ν
∂µCMµν = 0.
In the continuum limit the bi-adjoint fields are gauge invariant and so no gauge-fixing is
required. The equations of motion for these fields reduce to to∑
ρ 6=ν
∂ρ∂
ρCMµν = 0,
∑
ρ 6=µ,ν
∂ρ∂
ρΦMN˙µν = 0.
From these equations, we see that ΦMN˙µν does not propagate in the µν plane. Hence the
bi-adjoint fields only propagate in the D − 2 directions, and the propagator in D 6= 4
dimensions is given by〈
ΦMM˙µν (~x) Φ
NN˙
ρλ (~y)
〉
=
δµρδνλδ
MNδM˙N˙ − δµλδνρδMN˙δM˙N
|~x− ~y|D−4 ,
where ~x and ~y are understood to be orthogonal to the µν plane. Similarly, the CMµν do not
propagate along the ν direction, and the propagator in D 6= 3 dimensions is given by〈
CMµν (~x)C
N
ρλ (~y)
〉
=
δµρδνλδ
MN
|~x− ~y|D−3 ,
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where ~x and ~y are understood to be orthogonal to the ν direction. When D = 3, the
propagator for the adjoint field is given by〈
CMµν (~x)C
N
ρλ (~y)
〉
3d
= δµρδνλδ
MN ln (µ/ |~x− ~y|) (7.5)
where µ is an arbitrary length scale which makes argument of the logarithm dimensionless
(we could set µ = α for example, but µ will not appear in our final answer, so its value
does not matter).
Since the adjoint field CMµν does not propagate in the ν direction, it is convenient to
consider a cylindrical Wilson surface whose axis of symmetry is along the ν direction, as
depicted in part b of figure 12. We will take the length and radius of the cylinder to be R.
For D 6= 3, the Wilson surface is then given by
−β ln 〈Γ [C]〉 = R× 2piR× 2
∫ pi
/2
dφ
R cosφ
(2R2 (1− cosφ))(D−3)/2
where we imposed a cutoff by integrating along the azimuthal direction from /2 to pi and
doubling the final answer. For simplicity, we have ignored numerical prefactors coming from
contractions of the color indices. As before, we take  = α/R. When D = 6, we obtain
−β ln 〈Γ6d [C]〉 = 8piR
2
α2
− 3pi
2
ln
R
α
+ . . .
where the ellipsis denote a constant term plus terms of order α2/R2 and higher. In three
dimensions, we must use the propagator in equation (7.5). We then find that the Wilson
surface is not divergent and is given by
−β ln 〈Γ3d [C]〉 = 2pi2R3.
To compute the expectation value of a Wilson surface for the bi-adjoint field, it is
convenient to consider a cubic surface of length R, depicted in part c of figure 12. For
a such a surface, the only non-zero contribution to the integral in (7.3) will come from
propagators which connect opposite faces and are orthogonal to each face, or propagators
which begin and end on the same point. The latter are singular, so we impose a cutoff as
before. In D-dimensions, the singular propagators will then have the form α4−D, where
α is the lattice spacing. Integrating over the surface of the cube then gives 6R2α4−D. In
three dimensions, this contribution to the expectation value of the Wilson surface vanishes
as α → 0. In six dimensions, this contribution correponds to an area law. Now let’s look
at the contribution which corresponds to propagators which connect opposite faces. It is
easy to see that such a propagator has the form R4−D. When we integrate this over each
pair of faces, this gives 3R6−D, which corresponds to a constant in six dimensions, and a
volume law in three dimensions.
In summary, we find that in the classical continuum limit, the theory exhibits a volume
law in three dimensions, and an area law in six dimensions (for sufficiently large Wilson
surfaces).
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7.2 Abelian Wilson surfaces on the lattice
In this section, we will consider the abelian gerbe theory at non-zero lattice spacing. In
particular, we will show that in three dimensions, it is possible to compute the expectation
value of a Wilson surface for any value of the coupling. From the discussion in appendix D,
we see that it is possible to gauge-fix the face variables in two planes to be 1. This
corresponds to setting
byz = bzx = 0. (7.6)
Note that it is not possible to set the face variables in three planes to be one, because the
gauge-fixed faces would then form closed surfaces, notably those cubets which span the
three planes. With the gauge choice in (7.6), the value of a cubet located at position ~n
reduces in the abelian theory to
Γ (~n) = eiα
3∆zbxy(~n) (7.7)
Furthermore, the action17 is S[W] = β∑~n<Γ(~n), where we can write Γ(~n) = eih(~n), where
we have introduced the dimensionless gauge-fixed field strength h := α2∆zbxy. In 3d, it
is possible to compute the expectation value of a Wilson surface ΓG for a general closed
orientable surface G in the abelian theory for any value of the coupling β. The expectation
value is given by
〈ΓG〉 = 1Z
∫
DW ΓG e−S[W],
where ΓG =
∏
k∈GWk, the product is over all faces which are located on the surface G. Let
V denote the volume enclosed by the surface, so that ∂V = G. In the abelian theory, the
Wilson surface operator can equivalently be described by the product of all cubets inside
the Wilson surface
ΓG =
∏
k∈V
Γk =
∏
k∈V
eihk
Plugging in (7.7), gives
Z =
∏
k∈Λ
(∫ pi
−pi
dhk
2pi
eβ cos(hk)
)
=
(∫ pi
−pi
dhk
2pi
eβ cos(hk)
)VΛ/α3
,
where VΛ is the volume of the 3-dimensional space-time lattice, and
〈ΓG〉 = 1Z
∫ pi
−pi
∏
k∈Λ
dhk
2pi
∏
j∈G
eihj
∏
k∈Λ
eβ cos(hk)
=
1
Z
∏
k/∈G
(∫ pi
−pi
dhk
2pi
eβ cos(hk)
)
×
∏
k∈G
(∫ pi
−pi
dhk
2pi
eihk+β cos(hk)
)
=
(∫ pi
−pi
dh
2pi e
ih+β cos(h)∫ pi
−pi
dh
2pi e
β cos(h)
)V/α3
.
17We ignore the overall constant in the definition of the action.
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The integrals are simply evaluated to be modified Bessel functions and we see that there
is a volume law for all couplings
− ln 〈ΓG〉 = V
α3
× ln
(
I0 (β)
I1 (β)
)
,
where V/α3 is the numer of cubets enclosd by the surface G. In section 8, we reproduce
this result numerically using Monte Carlo techniques.
In summary, we find that the three-dimensional abelian lattice gerbe theory has a
volume law for any value of the coupling. This is analogous to lattice electrodynamics in
two dimensions, which exhibits an area law for any value of the coupling. Furthermore, it
is not difficult to see that at strong coupling, the abelian lattice gerbe theory exhibits a
volume law in any dimension. We will prove this more generally for the non-abelian lattice
gerbe theory in the next section. In six dimensions, this implies that the abelian theory has
an area law at weak coupling and a volume law at strong coupling. This is analogous to
lattice electrodynamics in four dimensions, which has a a perimeter law at weak coupling
and an area law at strong coupling [34, 35].
7.3 Non-abelian Wilson surfaces at strong coupling
In this section we will show that, at strong coupling, the non-abelian lattice gerbe theory
exhibits a volume law in any dimension. A special case of this result is that the abelian
lattice gerbe theory has a volume law at strong coupling in any dimension. To prove this
result, we will have to understand precisely how to integrate over the face variables of the
lattice. In the abelian case, the relevant integral is∫
dW WW† = 1 (7.8)
whereW = eiθ, dW = dθ/2pi, and we have chosen to work with the dimensionless variables
θµν = α
2bµν . Note that in the measure, we have divided by the volume of the gauge group,
which is 2pi. Now let’s see how to generalize (7.8) to the non-abelian case. To start with,
we shall set the bi-adjoint components ΦMN˙µν in (4.4) to zero and only consider the singlet
bµν and adjoint (C
M
µν , C˜
M˙
µν) components. In this case,
Wbb˙aa˙ = eiθ Uab V a˙b˙ (7.9)
where Uab := exp(iα2Cab ) and V a˙b˙ := exp(iα2C˜ a˙b˙ ) are SU(N) matrices. It follows that, for a
given face variable, ∫
dW Waa˙
bb˙
W†cc˙
dd˙
=
∫
dU Uab U†cd
∫
dV V a˙
b˙
V†c˙
d˙
where we have performed the integral over the singlet factor using (7.8). Hence, we are left
with an integral over SU(N) matrices. There are standard results for such integrals [34],
which appear frequently in lattice Yang-Mills∫
dU Uac U
†e
g =
1
N
δagδ
e
c . (7.10)
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Figure 13. Using a right-handed convention a plaquette has a natural orientation vector associated
with it.
Hence, we find that when the face variables have the form in (7.9),∫
dW Waa˙
bb˙
W†cc˙
dd˙
=
1
N2
δadδ
c
bδ
a˙
d˙
δc˙
b˙
. (7.11)
When computing Wilson surfaces at strong coupling, the integral in (7.11) will essentially
be the only non-vanishing integral we encounter at leading order. Using this fact, it is
straightforward to prove that Wilson surfaces exhibit a volume-law at leading order in the
strong-coupling expansion. Before doing so, note that if we include the bi-adjiont fields
ΦMN˙µν in the definition of the face-variables the integral formula in (7.11) still holds. Indeed,
noting that Waa˙cc˙ (W†)cc˙bb˙ = δab δa˙b˙ , we may treat the W’s as N2 ×N2 matrices for the group
U(N2). These results are useful in performing strong coupling calculations as we shall
see below.
Recall that, up to an overall constant, the action is given by
S[B] =
β
2N3
∑

(
Γ() + Γ†()) .
Given a D-dimensional lattice, a given cubet lies in a three-dimensional subspace of the
lattice. Within this three-dimensional subspace, a natural vector, given by a right-hand
rule, may be assigned to each plaquette as shown in figure 13. Keeping track of these orien-
tation vectors as we construct a fundamental cube leads us to two types of cubet (related
by parity); Γ() is a fundamental cube with all orientation vectors pointing outwards,
whist Γ†() is a cube with inward pointing vectors. The only gauge-invariant way to join
two cubes along a common face is if the vectors on that face oppose each other (i.e. if the
sum of the vectors is zero). This ensures that the orientations of the plaquettes being glued
are opposite. The expectation of an operator O is
〈O〉 = 1Z
∫
DW O e−S[W]. (7.12)
The operator we are interested will be the Wilson surface ΓG associated with the closed,
oriented surface G constructed from a cuboidal array of I × J × K fundamental cubes,
giving rise to a surface bounding a volume V = IJKα3. The generalisation to Wilson
surfaces of higher genus is straightforward. The operator is given by contracting together
all plaquettes W contained in the surface G
ΓG =
∏
2∈G
W(2)
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Figure 14. A Wilson surface bounding 27 fundamental cubes. Using the right-hand convention,
the vectors associated with the plaquettes of this surface are all outward-pointing.
Here the product simply means the identification of edges along adjoining plaquettes as
described in section 4.2. For this simple genus zero Wilson surface, there are clearly two
possible orientations of the plaquettes of the surface; one in which all plaquette vectors point
outwards, and the other where they all point inwards. An example of a Wilson surface G
bounding 27 fundamental cubes with outward pointing vectors is given in figure 14. We
then ask the question of what kind of gauge-invariant (and thus, non-zero) configurations
could we have involving such a Wilson surface and fundamental cubes. Taking a 3× 3× 3
cube as an example, we can place twenty-six fundamental cubes with inward pointing
vectors inside the Wilson surface such that each plaquette which makes up the Wilson
surface has a face of a fundamental cube attached to it. The total configuration would
be gauge-invariant were it not for the six exposed faces of the cubes in the centre. These
six faces have W or W†’s appearing individually and not paired up with an appropriate
W† or W so that the integral over W for each of the exposed faces will vanish. This
can be remedied by placing a final, inward-pointing, fundamental cube in very centre of
the configuration. Every plaquette in the resulting configuration is paired with another
plaquette with opposite vector. Integrating over each pair of plaquettes and using (7.11)
gives a non-zero result.
We have argued that most integrals overW will vanish. The exceptions are when (7.11)
applies. One might fear that the expectation of the Wilson surface vanishes. We would now
like to show that the configuration described above does indeed arise from our path integral
expression and gives a non-trivial contribution. Expanding the exponential in powers of
β gives
〈ΓG〉 = 1Z
∫
DW
 ∏
2′i∈G
W2′i
 ∞∑
n=0
c(n)βn
∑∈Λ Γ +
∑
∈Λ Γ†
n ,
where the numerical constants c(n) are given by c(n) = (−1/2N3)n/n!. Assuming we can
exchange orders of summation and integration, we use the binomial theorem to write
〈ΓG〉 = 1Z
∞∑
n=0
c(n)βn
∫
DW
∏
2′i∈G
W(2′i)
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)∑∈Λ Γ
k∑∈Λ Γ†
n−k .
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As described above, we only get the above non-trivial result if we fill the interior of the
Wilson surface with fundamental cubes with inward-pointing vectors - those given by Γ†.
Thus we are interested in the case k = 0 above and n = 33 = 27. More generally, for a
cuboidal Wilson surface of sides I × J ×K, we require k = 0 and n = IJK. Denoting the
volume, in lattice units, enclosed by the surface G by IJK = V/α3. The contribution from
this configuration is
〈ΓG〉 = 1Z c(V/α
3) βV/α
3
∫
DW
∏
2′i∈C
W(2′i)
∑∈C Γ†
V/α3 + . . . ,
where the ellipsis denote higher order terms. Using the integration rule (7.11) one can
evaluate the integral, giving a constant which depends on the rank of the gauge group.
The configuration described above is the leading order contribution. The important point
is that, to leading order, the log of expectation of the operator goes as the volume enclosed
by the Wilson surface
ln〈ΓG〉 ≈ V
α3
× lnβ + . . . ,
up to overall numerical factors which we shall not be too concerned about. It is interesting
to see that the leading order contribution at strong coupling follows a volume law. Draw-
ing an analogy with the strong coupling expansion in lattice QCD, one might be tempted
to introduce strings that couple to the gerbe and could form boundaries of open Wilson
surfaces, with membranes playing the role of a QCD string. A volume law naively suggests
confinement of such strings; however, much more work would need to be done before one
could accept such an interpretation of this result. It is straightforward to adapt the con-
ventional strong coupling expansion techniques for lattice Yang-Mills [34, 35] to calculate
next to leading order corrections for lattice gerbe theory at strong coupling.
8 Wilson surfaces: numerical results
8.1 Monte Carlo techniques
A major advantage of formulating gerbe theory on a lattice is that it can be simulated
on a computer. In this section, we will describe how to numerically compute various
physical observables in abelian lattice gerbe theory, although much of this discussion can
be generalized to non-abelian gerbe theories. Many of these techniques are a strightforward
generalization of techniques used in lattice Yang-Mills theory. Let us suppose that we are
working on a D-dimensional hypercubic Euclidean spacetime lattice, with L points in each
direction. Then there are a total of LD lattice points. For bosonic fields, we can take
periodic boundary conditions, so one can think of the lattice as being D-dimensional torus.
The expectation value of a physical observable O is then defined as
〈O〉 = Z−1
∫
DW O e−S[W]
where DW refers to the integral over the faces of the lattice, S is the lattice action which
we defined in section 4.3 and Z is the partition function. Since there are D(D − 1)/2
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faces at every point, this corresponds to a 12D(D − 1) × LD-dimensional integral. This
integral corresponds to summing over all possible gerbe configurations and is not practical
to evaluate exactly for reasonably sized lattices. On the other hand, if we can obtain
representative gerbe configurations which dominate the sum, they can be used to obtain a
good approximation to the expectation value.
Representative configurations can be generated using Monte Carlo techinques. Using
such configurations, one can compute the expectation value of various observables of the
theory. For example, given a representative gerbe configuration, one can compute the
energy density, which is defined as the action divided by the number of lattice points:
〈E〉 = S
βLd
.
From the point of view of statistical mechanics, β can be thought of as the inverse temper-
ature. Furthermore, the expectation value of a Wilson surface, W , for a reperesentative
configuration can be obtained simply by computing the Wilson surface at various locations
in the lattice and taking the average. In section 4.2, we describe the general procedure for
defining a closed oriented Wilson surface, and provide explicit definitions for a 1 × 1 × 1
Wilson surface and 2 × 1 × 1 Wilson surface. Once we compute the expectation value of
various different Wilson surfaces, we can then study how the logarithm of the expectation
value scales as a function of the size. We say that the theory exhibits a volume/area law
if the logarithm of the expectation value of a Wilson surface is proportional to the vol-
ume/area. One can use similar techniques to compute correlators of Wilson surfaces, but
we will not discuss this in this paper.
A very efficient method for generating representative configurations is the heat bath
algorithm [51]. One starts with an initial configuration, which can be stored as an array on
a computer. One then replaces each face variable W with a new value selected randomly
with a weighting given by the exponentiated action:
dP (W) ∼ dW exp (−S[W]) (8.1)
where dW refers to the variation of a single face variable (and basically corrsponds to the
measure of the gauge group), while S[W] is a function of all the face variables. If the
measure of the gauge group is not known explicitly, one can use a more general method
known as the Metropolis algorithm [52]. For a description of the heat bath and Metropolis
algorithms in the context of lattice Yang-Mills theory, see for example [34].
We will now describe the heat bath algorithm in more detail for the case of an abelian
gerbe. For non-abelian gerbes, it is more convenient to use the Metropolis algorithm, as
we will discuss elsewhere. Let us consider varying a given face variable. Note that there
are (D − 2) pairs of cubets which share this face, which we label by α = 1, . . . , 2(D − 2).
One such pair is depicted in figure 15. If the the value of this face variable is W, the terms
in the action which depend on W are given by
S[W] ∼ β <
W 2(D−2)∑
α=1
W˜α

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Figure 15. A pair of cubets which share a face which is being updated using Monte Carlo. In D
dimensions, there are D − 2 such pairs for each face of the lattice.
where W˜α is the product of the five other face variables in the cubet labeled α. Note that
2(D−2)∑
α=1
W˜α = k W˜
where k =
∣∣∣∑2(D−2)α=1 W˜α∣∣∣ and W˜ ∈ U(1). Hence, the probability density in (8.1) is
dP (W) ∼ dW exp
(
−βk<
(
WW˜
))
.
Using the invariance of the group measure, we can absorb W˜ to obtain:
dP (WW˜−1) ∼ dW exp (−β k<(W))
Writing W = eiθ and normalzing the probability distribution so that it is equal to one
when θ = 0 finally gives
dP (WW˜−1) ∼ dθ exp (−βk (cos θ − 1)) . (8.2)
When generating a new value for the face variable W, randomly generate a θ ∈ (−pi, pi) as
well as a number between 0 and 1. If the random number is less than dPdθ in (8.2), accept
this value of theta. If not, repeat this process until a value of θ is accepted. Given a W
generated in this manner, replace the face variable with WW˜−1. This procedure is then
repeated for another face and so forth until all the faces of the lattice have been updated.
This corresponds to one Monte Carlo iteration.
A simple way to obtain an representative gerbe configuration is to start with an initially
random and an initially trivial configuration and perform Monte Carlo interations on them
simultaneously with the same value of β until their average energy densities converge as
depicted in figure 16. By repeating this procedure for various values of β, one can obtain
the equilibrium energy density as a function of temperature.
By computing the expectation value of Wilson surfaces with different sizes, one can
determine if the theory exhibits an area law or a volume law. If there is a phase transition
from an area law to a volume law, this will also be reflected in the convergence of the Monte
Carlo algorithm. For example, we find that the six dimensional abelian lattice gerbe theory
exhibits a first order phase transition, and that above a certain β, the initially random and
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Figure 16. Energy density as a function of Monte Carlo interations for 3d abelian gerbe theory
on 103 lattice. The blue points correspond to the initially random gerbe and the purple points
correspond to the intially trivial gerbe.
initially trivial gerbe configurations generally converge to different values, as depicted in
figure 20. This corresponds to one of the configurations being stuck in a metastable state.
A similar phenomenon is also encountered in abelian lattice gauge theories [53]. One way
to overcome this difficulty is to introduce a third gerbe configuration corresponding to an
initially mixed phase such that Emixed(0) =
1
2 (Etrivial(0) + Erandom(0)) =
1
2Erandom(0). We
then carry out Monte Carlo interations until the initially mixed gerbe converges with either
the initally trivial or the initially random gerbe and use the initially mixed gerbe as our
representative configuration once convergence is achieved.
We implemented our numerical calculations for the 3d and 6d abelian gerbe theories
using Mathematica (see the attached Mathematica notebooks 3dabelianheatbath.nb and
6dabelianheatbath.nb, respectively). After obtaining representative gerbe configurations
for various temperatures using the heat bath algorithm, we computed the expectation value
of 1× 1× 1, 2× 1× 1, and 2× 2× 2 Wilson surfaces as a function of inverse temperature.
In the next two subsections, we describe our numerical results in greater detail.
8.2 Numerical results in three dimensions
Our results for the 3d abelian gerbe theory were obtained on a 103 lattice. For each
value of the temperature β, we started with an initally trivial and an initially random
gerbe configuration and used the heat bath algorithm to update each gerbe configuration
until the energy densities converged, as described in the previous subsection. We plot the
energy density as a function of Monte Carlo iterations for β = 1.5 in figure 16. Note that
convergence is acheived in fewer than 20 iterations. We plot the equilbrium energy density
as a function of β in figure 17. Note that the curve is smooth and does not show any sign
of a phase transition.
In section 7.2, we showed that Wilson surfaces in the 3d abelian gerbe theory obey a
volume law for any value of β:
− ln 〈ΓG〉 = V
α3
× I0(β)
I1(β)
(8.3)
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Figure 17. Equilibrium energy density as a function of β for 3d abelian gerbe theory.
Figure 18. In a, we plot ln Γ2×1×1ln Γ1×1×1 as a function of β in the 3d abelian gerbe theory. In b, we plot
ln Γ2×2×2
ln Γ1×1×1
as a function of β.
where ΓG is the Wilson surface operator associated with a closed oriented surface G, and V
is the volume of G. We verified this result by computing ln Γ1×1×1, ln Γ2×1×1, and ln Γ2×2×2
as a function of β. In particular, we find that ln Γ2×1×1ln Γ1×1×1 ∼ 2 and
ln Γ2×2×2
ln Γ1×1×1 ∼ 8 for any value
of β, as depicted in figure 18. For an area law, we would expect these ratios to be 5/3 and
4, respectively. Furthermore, in figure 19, we plot our numerical results for − ln Γ1×1×1
and find that the points lie precisely on the curve predicted by equation (8.3). Note that
our numerical calculations generally give Wilson surfaces with a negligible imaginary part,
so we just discard the imaginary part in our results.
8.3 Numerical results in six dimensions
We performed numerical calculations in the 6d abelian gerbe theory using a 46 lattice. Note
that even on a lattice of this size, it can take up to a few hours to generate an equilibrium
gerbe configuration using the heat bath alorithm on a standard desktop computer. For
each value of β, we started with three initial gerbe configurations: an initally trivial gerbe,
an initially random gerbe, and an initally mixed gerbe whose initial energy density was
roughly half of the initial energy density of the random gerbe.
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Figure 19. − ln Γ1×1×1 as a function of β for 3d abelian gerbe theory. The points were obtained
using Monte Carlo techniques and the red line corresponds to the analytical result in equation (8.3).
Figure 20. Energy density as a function of iterations for 6d abelian lattice gerbe theory on a 46
lattice. Blue points correspond to initally random gerbe, purple points correpond to initially trivial
gerbe, and green points correspond to initially mixed gerbe. For β < 1.5, all three gerbes converge,
as depicted in a. For β > 1.5, the initially trivial and initially random gerbe do not generally
converge, so the phase is determined by convergence of the initially mixed gerbe. For β > 2 the
initially mixed gerbe always converges with the initially trivial gerbe, as depicted in b.
Below β ∼ 1.5, all three gerbes converge rapidly, as depicted in figure 20, and the
Wilson surfaces in all three gerbes exhibit a volume law. Above β ∼ 1.5, however, the
initially random and initally trivial gerbe converge towards each other very slowly or not
at all. Furthermore, the Wilson surfaces of the initially random gerbe exhibits an volume
law and the Wilson surfaces of the initially trivial gerbe exhibits an area law. This behavior
is suggestive of a first order phase transition in that above a certain temperature, one of
the two gerbe configurations becomes stuck in a metastable phase. The true phase of the
theory is determined by convergence of the initally mixed gerbe. Below β ∼ 2, the initially
mixed gerbe always converges with the initially random gerbe and above β ∼ 2, the initially
mixed gerbe always converges with the initially trivial gerbe, as depicted in figure 20.
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Figure 21. Equilibrium energy density as a function of β for 6d abelian lattice gerbe theory.
Figure 22. In a, we plot ln Γ2×1×1ln Γ1×1×1 as a function of β in the 6d abelian gerbe theory. In b, we plot
ln Γ2×2×2
ln Γ1×1×1
as a function of β.
After the initially mixed gerbe converges with one of the other two gerbes, we use the
equilibrium configuration to compute expectation values of Wilson surfaces. We plot the
equilibrium energy density as a function of β in figure 21, and the ratios ln Γ2×1×1ln Γ1×1×1 ,
ln Γ2×2×2
ln Γ1×1×1
as a function of β in figure 22. From these plots, we see that the theory undegoes a first
order phase transition at the ciritcal value of β ∼ 2. In particular, the energy density
has a small jump at β ∼ 2. Furthermore, for β < 2, ( ln Γ2×1×1ln Γ1×1×1 ,
ln Γ2×2×2
ln Γ1×1×1 ) ∼ (2, 8), which is
consistent with a volume law. On the other hand, for β > 2, ( ln Γ2×1×1ln Γ1×1×1 ,
ln Γ2×2×2
ln Γ1×1×1 ) ∼ (1.77, 5),
which are slightly larger than what is implied by a pure area law.
In summary, we have found that the abelian gerbe theory exhibits a volume law for
all values of the coupling in three dimensions, and a phase transition from an area law at
weak coupling to a volume law at strong coupling in six dimensions. These results agree
with our analytical results in section 7 as well the results of [32].
9 Outlook
In this paper, we explore a formulation of non-abelian gerbe theory, which is inspired
by Wilson’s formulation of lattice Yang-Mills theory. In lattice Yang-Mills theory, the
basic degrees of freedom can be taken to be U(N) matrices which live on the links of
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the lattice, and the action is obtained by adding all the Wilson loops associated with the
fundamental squares of the lattice (known as plaquettes). In lattice gerbe theory, the basic
degrees of freedom live on the faces of the lattice, and can be taken to transform in the
bi-adjoint representation of U(N)×U(N). Furthermore, the action is obtained by adding
all of the Wilson surfaces associated with the fundamental cubes of the lattice (which
we refer to as cubets). In the abelian case, this construction reduces to the well-known
theory of an abelian 2-form gauge field in the continuum limit. In the non-abelian case,
we find that dimensional reduction does not commute with taking the classical continuum
limit. Although lattice gerbe theory becomes non-interacting in the classical continuum
limit, if we dimensionally reduce before taking the lattice spacing to zero, we obtain U(N)
Yang-Mills theory coupled to other fields. Futhermore, it is possible to compute Wilson
surfaces in lattice gerbe theory using standard analytical and numerical techniques from
lattice Yang-Mills. In particular, we analytically show that at strong coupling and non-
zero lattice spacing, closed oriented Wilson surfaces exhibit a volume law in any spacetime
dimension. Furthermore, we obtain both analytical and numerical evidence that in three
dimensions, Wilson surfaces exhibit a volume law for any value of the coupling, and in six
dimensions, they exhibit an area law at weak coupling and a volume law at strong coupling.
Since the Wilson surfaces in the six-dimensional lattice gerbe theory obey an area
law at weak coupling and a volume law at strong coupling, it is conceivable that in the
non-abelian case, the quantum theory undegoes a second-order phase transition and has
a nontrivial continuum limit associated with the conformal fixed point. In this paper, we
have numerically demonstrated that the six-dimensional abelian gerbe theory undergoes a
first order phase transition by computing the expectation value of Wilson surfaces and the
energy density as a function of the coupling using a Monte Carlo technique known as the
heatbath algorithm. It would be very interesting to extend these numerical calculations
to the non-abelian theory, and to study correlators of Wilson surfaces in the non-abelian
theory both analytically and numerically. If the six-dimensional non-abelian theory has a
second-order phase transition, then correlation lengths should diverge as one approaches
the transition point. At the transition point, correlators should have power-law behavior
and one could in principle compute the critical exponent numerically.
Although the study of non-abelian gerbes is mathematically interesting in its own
right, it has tremendous importance for theoretical physics. A central question in string
theory is how to describe the 5-dimensional stable objects of M-theory, which are known
as M5-branes. At low energies, a stack of such objects should be described by a six
dimensional superconformal theory whose matter content consists of a self-dual gerbe, five
scalars, and eight fermions (collectively known as a (2,0) tensor multiplet). Furthermore,
when the (2, 0) theory is dimensionally reduced on a torus, one should obtain maximal
super-Yang-Mills theory. Given that non-abelian lattice gerbe theory naturally gives rise
to U(N) Yang-Mills theory (and other fields) upon dimensional reduction, this seems like
a natural starting point for trying to define the (2, 0) theory. In particular, the next
step is to incorporate self-duality and supersymmetry. Note that in Euclidean signature,
if the field strength of a real abelian gerbe is self-dual, then it must vanish. On the
other hand, it is possible to have a nonzero self-dual field strength if we complexify the
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gerbe, which is analogous to what one does to define instantons in Lorentzian signature
in four dimensions.18 Incorporating supersymmetry is also subtle, since the lattice breaks
translational symmetry. Nevertheless, it is possible to formulate supersymmetric lattice
gauge theory [54–56], so it would be interesting to generalize this to supersymmetric lattice
gerbe theory following the approach we describe in this paper.
It has also been suggested that the M5-brane theory should correspond to a non-
gravitational self-dual string theory [57]. It would therefore be interesting to study if one
can incorporate finite tension strings into lattice gerbe theory. Since the Wilson surfaces
in our model exhibit a volume law at strong coupling, this suggests that such strings will
become confined. It would then be interesting to explore if a pair of confined strings
can be described as a two dimensional membrane, generalising the QCD string. On the
other hand, once self-duality and supersymmetry are incorporated into the model, Wilson
surfaces are expected to obey an area law [58]. Note that the theory which describes a
stack of N M2-branes also has gauge group U(N) × U(N) [3]. Given that the self-dual
strings correspond to boundaries of M2-branes ending on M5-branes, lattice gerbe theory
may provide insight into the origin the gauge group in the ABJM theory.
In summary, we find that lattice gerbe theory provides a compelling way to define
non-abelian gerbes. Since the study of lattice gerbe theory is still in its infancy, there are
many exciting directions to explore.
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A Geometry of the continuum theory
We introduce matrix-valued coordinates (Xµ)ab , taking values in the adjoint of U(Nµ),
where we allow for the possibility that the rank of the the group is different along different
directions.19 Such a construction is remeniscent of coordinates on a stack of N coincident
D-branes and it is suggests a possible origin in terms of a stack of five-branes.20 A basis
of differential forms is given by ( dXµ)ab . It is useful to perform an SU(N) decomposition
( dXµ)ab = δ
a
b dx
µ + (eµ)ab ,
18We thank Dmitri Sorokin for pointing this out to us.
19Note that this is different from usual non-commutative geometry, as we have
[Xµ, Xν ] = 0 if µ 6= ν
but coordinates along the same directions may not commute [Xµm, X
µ
n ] = ifmn
pXµp .
20This comment really only applies to the self-dual case.
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where dxµ is a conventional differential form. Note that all of this takes place on the
continuum, there is no lattice. Introducing a two-form
B =
1
2
(Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
( dXµ)ab ∧ ( dXν)a˙b˙
where we shall take (Bµν)
aa˙
bb˙
to be a function of xµ only. We can introduce the adjoint
SU(Nµ) generators T
M and U(N) matrices T I . We introduce the one-forms ( dXµ)ab =
dXµIµ(T
Iµ)ab . We can write the two-form as follows
B =
1
2
B
IµJν
µν dX
µ
Iµ
∧ dXνJν
We perform an SU(N)-type decomposition dXµI = ( dx
µ, eµMµ), where M = 1, 2, . . . N
2−1.
For example; in three dimensions, we may have µ = (x, y, z) and Mµ = (M,M˙,M
′), so
that the basis of one-forms looks like
{ dXµIµ} = {dx, dy, dz, exM , e
y
M˙
, ezM ′},
where M = 1, . . . , N2 − 1, M˙ = 1, . . . , N˙2 − 1 and M ′ = 1, . . . , N ′2 − 1, so that the dXµIµ
span a D = N2 + N˙2 + N ′2 dimensional vector space. Note that, if Nµ = N is the same
for all µ, then dXµIµ may be thought of as a d×N2 matrix and so may be written as
dXµIµ =

dx1 dx2 . . . dxd
e11 e
2
1 . . . e
d
1
...
...
e1N2−1 e
2
N2−1 . . . e
d
N2−1

For clarity of notation, we shall write dXµIµ as dX
µ
I from now on, where it is to be
understood that the I index is tied to the µ index. The two-form may be written as
B =
1
2
bµν dx
µ ∧ dxν + 1
2
CMµν e
µ
M ∧ dxν +
1
2
C˜Mνµ dx
ν ∧ eµM +
1
2
ΦMNµν e
µ
M ∧ eνN . (A.1)
Antisymmetry of the wedge product means that
bµν = −bνµ, CMµν = −C˜Mνµ, ΦMNµν = −ΦNMνµ .
We shall assume that the components are independent of eµM and only depend on the dx
µ,
and so the field strength is given by
dB =
1
2
∂[λbµν] dx
λ∧ dxµ∧ dxν+∂[λ|CMµ|ν] dxλ∧eµM ∧ dxν+
1
2
∂λΦ
MN
µν dx
λ∧eµM ∧eνN . (A.2)
We can write this as
H = H + FMµ ∧ eµM +
1
2
GMNµν ∧ eµM ∧ eνN .
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The above construction may be related to the explicit field strength we had for the contin-
uum limit of the lattice theory. As an example, let us take D = 3 and the one-form basis
is dx, dy, dz, exM , e
y
M˙
, ezM ′ , so that
H = H + FMx ∧ exM + F M˙y ∧ eyM˙ + F
M ′
z ∧ ezM ′
+
1
2
GMM˙xy ∧ exM ∧ eyM˙ +
1
2
GM˙M
′
yz ∧ eyM˙ ∧ e
z
M ′ +
1
2
GM
′M
zx ∧ ezM ′ ∧ exM , (A.3)
where no summation in {x, y, z} is implied.
In general, we can write this field strength in terms of the matrix-valued coordinates
H = 1
6
(Hµνλ)aa˙a′bb˙b′ ( dXµ)ba ∧ ( dXν)b˙a˙ ∧ ( dXλ)b
′
a′ .
Using an appropriate volume form, the action (5.7) can be constructed from this gener-
alised form.21 Similar considerations may be given to one-forms A = aµ dx
µ +AMµ e
µ
M , the
result of which is a generalised two-form. Such two-forms play a role in the dimensional
reduction of the theory. It is interesting to see that something akin to non-commutative
geometry plays a role in this construction and the resulting theory is not Lorentz-invariant,
just like more conventional non-commutative space-times. Despite this lack of Lorentz in-
variance in the general theory, it should be stressed that it is still possible to find Lorentz-
invariant truncations and solutions to the theory. We can efficiently truncate the theory
to a Lorentz-invariant sub-sector by setting to zero all of the eµM terms and keeping only
those components that couple to the (singlet) dxµ’s.
B Expansion of the classical action
In this appendix we provide details of the expansion of the classical action in powers of the
lattice spacing.
B.1 Quadratic terms
In this appendix, we use the variables θi defined in section 4.2. Pugging (5.2) into (5.1)
and keeping terms only of second in θ gives (after a couple of pages of algebra)
Γ2 = −N
2
6∑
i=1
(θi, θi)−N
3∑
i=1
(θi, θi+3)−
∑
i<j 6=i+3
〈θi, θj〉
21To construct an action we need a metric so that we can raise/lower indices. We introduce the generalised
metric g : dX × dX → R as
ds2 = gIJµν dX
µ
I ⊗ dXνJ
= gµν dx
µ ⊗ dxν + gMµνeµM ⊗ dxν + g˜Mνµ dxµ ⊗ eνM + gMNµν eµM ⊗ eνN , (A.4)
where the components have the symmetries
gµν = gνµ, g
M
µν = g˜
M
νµ, g
MN
µν = g
NM
νµ .
gµν is a conventional Reimannian metric and g
MN
µν is something a little more akin to the non-geometric
four-component tensor that appears in the (4,0) multiplet.
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Where we have introduced the inner products
Aaa˙
bb˙
Bbb˙aa˙ := (A,B), A
ac˙
bc˙B
bd˙
ad˙
:= 〈A,B〉.
We start with the first two terms which may be written as
−N
2
6∑
i=1
(θi, θi)−N
3∑
i=1
(θi, θi+3) = −N
2
3∑
i=1
(θi + θi+3, θi + θi+3)
The remaining terms are
−
∑
i<j 6=i+3
〈θi, θj〉 = −
∑
i<j
〈θi + θi+3, θj + θj+3〉
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 in the sum on the right hand side.
Note that
(θ1)
aa˙
bb˙
+ (θ4)
aa˙
bb˙
= α3∆µ(Bνλ)
aa˙
bb˙
and similarly for other contributions, so Γ2 depends only on derivatives of B. It is helpful
to define
hi := θi + θi+3, i = 1, 2, 3.
We then see that
Γ2 = −N
2
∑
i
(hi, hi)−
∑
i<j
〈hi, hj〉. (B.1)
Using the standard normalisation
Tr(TMTN ) =
1
2
δMN
it can be shown that, under the SU(N) decomposition (4.4), the quadratic part of the
action (B.1) becomes
β
N3
∑
 V2 = −
β
6
∑
n
α6
∑
1≤µ<ν<λ≤6
(
1
2
(Hµνλ)
2 +
1
4N
3∑
i=1
(F iµνλ)
2 +
1
8N2
3∑
i=1
(Giµνλ)
2
)
where the components are given is section 5.1.
B.2 Cubic terms
Given two face variables, we can construct two products that define a map from two face
variables to a new face variable, as
(θi ◦ θj)aa˙bb˙ := (θi)aa˙cc˙ (θj)cc˙bb˙ (θi ∗ θj)a˙a
′
b˙b′ := (θi)
aa˙
bb˙
(θj)
a′b
b′a
The ◦ product can be used to combine two face variables that live in the same plane (up
to lattice translation), whilst ∗ can be used to combine two faces that lie in intersecting
planes. Note that
Tr2 θi ◦ θj = (θi, θj), Tr2 θi ∗ θj = 〈θi, θj〉 .
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The first of the novel non-abelian interaction terms appears at order θ3. Γ3 includes terms
of the form
(θi ◦ θj , θk) = (θi, θj ◦ θk) = (θi)aa˙bb˙ (θj)bb˙cc˙(θk)cc˙aa˙, 〈θi ◦ θj , θk〉 = (θi)aa˙ee˙ (θj)ee˙ba˙(θk)e
′b
e′a,
(θi, θj ∗ θk) = (θi ∗ θj , θk) = (θi)aa˙bb˙ (θj)a
′b
b′a(θi)
b˙b′
a˙a′ ,
Performing the SU(N) decomposition of the face variables (4.4) and using the results
Tr(TMTNTP ) =
1
4
(ifMNP + dMNP ), Tr(TMTN ) =
1
2
δMN ,
where dMNP s totally symmetric and fMNP is totally antisymmetric. The imaginary parts
of these terms may be written as
=(θi ◦ θj , θk) = N
4
fMNP θ
M
i θ
N
j θ
P
k +
N
4
fM˙N˙P˙ θ
M˙
i θ
N˙
j θ
P˙
k
− 1
16
(fMNP dM˙N˙P˙ + dMNP fM˙N˙P˙ )θ
MM˙
i θ
NN˙
j θ
PP˙
k ,
=〈θi ◦ θj , θk〉 = N
2
4
fMNP θ
M
i θ
N
j θ˜
P
k +
N
8
δM˙N˙fMNP θ
MM˙
i θ
NN˙
j θ˜
P
k ,
=(θi ∗ θj , θk) = 0
With a little work, the real part of the cubic term may be written as V3 = V3 + V˜3 where
V3 =
N2
2
α7
(
fMNPK
MNP + fM˙N˙P˙K
M˙N˙P˙ + fM ′N ′P ′K
M ′N ′P ′
)
where
KMNP = CMνλ∆µC
N
νλ
(
CPµλ +
α
2
∆νC
P
µλ
)
+ CMµλ∆νC
N
µλ
(
CPνλ +
α
2
∆µC
P
νλ
)
KM˙N˙P˙ = −C˜M˙νλ∆µC˜N˙νλ
(
CP˙µν +
α
2
∆λC
P˙
µν
)
+ CM˙µν∆λC
N˙
µν
(
C˜P˙νλ +
α
2
∆µC˜
P˙
νλ
)
KM
′N ′P ′ = −CM ′λµ ∆νCN
′
λµ
(
C˜P
′
µν +
α
2
∆λC˜
P ′
µν
)
− CM ′νµ ∆λCN
′
νλ
(
C˜P
′
µλ +
α
2
∆νC˜
P ′
µλ
)
(B.2)
Similarly
V˜3 =
N
4
α7
(
fMNP K˜
MNP + fM˙N˙P˙ K˜
M˙N˙P˙ + fM ′N ′P ′K˜
M ′N ′P ′
)
where
K˜MNP = δM˙N˙Φ
MM˙
νλ ∆µΦ
NN˙
νλ
(
CPµλ +
α
2
∆νC
P
µλ
)
+ δM ′N ′Φ
MM ′
µλ ∆νΦ
NN ′
µλ
(
CPνλ +
α
2
∆µC
P
νλ
)
KM˙N˙P˙ =−δMNΦMM˙νλ ∆µΦNN˙νλ
(
CP˙µν +
α
2
∆λC
P˙
µν
)
+ δM ′N ′Φ
M˙M ′
µν ∆λΦ
N˙N ′
µν
(
C˜P˙νλ +
α
2
∆µC˜
P˙
νλ
)
KM
′N ′P ′=−δMNΦM ′Mλµ ∆νΦN
′N
λµ
(
C˜P
′
µν +
α
2
∆λC˜
P ′
µν
)
− δM˙N˙ΦM˙M
′
νµ ∆λΦ
N˙N ′
νλ
(
C˜P
′
µλ+
α
2
∆νC˜
P ′
µλ
)
(B.3)
The cubic part of the action may then be written as
β
N3
∑
 V3 =
β
6N3
∑
n
∑
1≤µ<ν<λ≤6
(
V3 + V˜3
)
.
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C Dimensional reduction of cubic terms
We introduce the redefinition α2Bµλ = αAµ. The cubic terms (B.2) and (B.3) become
α3KMNP = AMν ∆µA
N
ν
(
APµ +
α
2
∆νA
P
µ
)
+AMµ ∆νA
N
µ
(
APν +
α
2
∆µA
P
ν
)
α2KM˙N˙P˙ = −A˜M˙ν ∆µA˜N˙ν CP˙µν
α2KM
′N ′P ′ = −A˜M ′µ ∆νA˜N
′
µ C˜
P ′
µν
and
α3K˜MNP = δM˙N˙φ
MM˙
ν ∆µφ
NN˙
ν
(
APµ +
α
2
∆νA
P
µ
)
+ δM ′N ′φ
MM ′
µ ∆νφ
NN ′
µ
(
APν +
α
2
∆µA
P
ν
)
α2KM˙N˙P˙ =−δMNφMM˙ν ∆µφNN˙ν CP˙µν
α2KM
′N ′P ′ =−δMNφMM ′µ ∆νφNN
′
µ C˜
P ′
µν
where we have assumed that the fields do not depend on the λ-direction. We note that
KMNP gives precisely the cubic term in lattice Yang-Mills theory. We rescale the coupling
and take the limit
Vc3 := lim
α→0
:
1
α4
V3
whilst taking the number of lattice points to infinity (the classical continuum limit). In
this limit the only terms that survive are
Vc3 =
N2
2
fMNP
(
AMν ∂µA
N
ν A
P
µ +A
M
µ ∂νA
N
µ A
P
ν
)
+
N
4
fMNP
(
δM˙N˙φ
MM˙
ν ∂µφ
NN˙
ν A
P
µ + δM ′N ′φ
MM ′
µ ∂νφ
NN ′
µ A
P
ν
)
The terms in the first line give the cubic contribution to Yang-Mills, whilst the second
line gives the intercation term arising from the covariant coupling of φ to the Yang-Mills
connection A.
D Gauge fixing
Gauge fixing is not needed for lattice theories as the integral over all gauges does not
contain any divergences so, in contrast to the continuum limit, the quantum theory exists
even without gauge fixing. However, a judicous gauge choice can simplify calculations. To
this end, we introduce a gauge fixing techique for lattice gerbe theory.
Let P (W) be some polynomial in the face variables. The expectation value is
〈P (W)〉 = 1Z
∫
DW P (W) e−S[W]
where the integral is over all face variables in the lattice. The measure is defined as
DW =
∏
2
dW2
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denoting a product over all plaquettes in the latice and Z is the partition function such
that 〈1〉 = 1. We will demonstrate that the expectation value is unchanged if we do not
integrate over one of the face variables. To do so, define a delta functional on the face
variable ∫
dW δ(W, ω) f(W) = f(ω),
where the integral is over the value of a single face variable. Suppose that we would like
to compute the expectation value of P while holding the face variable Wµν (~n) fixed to the
value ω. This is given by
I(P, ω) = Z−1
∫
DW δ (W, ω) e−S[W] P (W).
If we integrate I(P, ω) over ω, this gives the original expectation value
〈P 〉 =
∫
dω I(ω, P ). (D.1)
Since I(P, ω) is invariant under gauge transformations. It follows that I(P, ω) is actually
independent of ω, so (D.1) implies that
I(P, ω) = 〈P 〉 .
This process can be repeated to fix more face variables. In particular, we can fix any
set of face variables as long as this set does not contain a closed surface, since a closed
surface is a gauge invariant object, so it cannot be set to an arbitrary value using gauge
transformations.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
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